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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The isolation or epinephrine trom the medulla ot the
suprarenal gland and the discovery of its amazing therapeutic
ettects have stimulated intensive research on the synthesis
of compounds possessing the basic skeleton ot 2-am.inoethyl-

benzene.

The investigations in the past torty years have

culminated in the preparation of a large number of this type

ot amine which are pharmacologically classified as "sympathom1met1c" or

0

pressor•• agents because they generally act on

the sympathetic nervous system and cause an increase
pressure.

or

blood

However, the 2...ami.noethylbenzene der1 vati ves rnost

thoroughly studied have been those whose molecules possessed.
only one aminoethyl side chain per benzene nucleus.
It was von Braunl who first reported the synthesis

or

1,2-bis-(2-aminoetbyl)-benaene in 1916 and further noted that
this substance did not show the usual sympatbomimetic activity of 2-aminoethylbenzenes.

derivatives

No other investigation on the

or

bis-aminoethylbenzenes has been reported until
quite recently when Wood and G1bson2 prepared a series ot

(1)

von Braun, J., ICruber,

.Dlt..i., !2, 2642 (1916).

u.,

and Danziger, E.,

Wood, J. H., and Gibson, R. E., Lt. Am.!.
~ ' 2.l., 393 (1949).
(2)

Chem,

2

i:-(2-aminoethyl)-hydroquinones.

Pharmacologic assay by the

Lilly Research Laboratories of Eli Lilly and Company showed
that these compounds possessed little activity.

Since the

compounds in this series were 17mmetrically constituted, it
seemed desirable to prepare several b1s-(2-aadnoethyl)benzenes in which the two 2-aminoethyl groups were unsymmet-

rically placed with respect to each other and with respect to
other substituents

or

the molecule.

Accordingly, M.A. Perry3

1nst1tuted a program in this laboratory that covered the
synthe1is ot .2- and 11-bis-(2-aminoethyl)-benzenes.

At approx-

imately the same time, this investigation was started with
the purpose of developing procedures that would lead tog-,

m-,

and f-bia-(2-aminoethyl)-benaenes whose molecules pos-

sessed. substituents, preferably the hydroxy or methyl or
both, on the 1- and 2-carbons

or

the ethylamino side chain.

In addition to this objective, this investigation was started
with the purpose of developing suitable methods for obtaining
the intermediates which were necessary in the synthesis ot
bis-(2-am1noethyl)-benzenes.

From this point ot view, chloro-

methylation reactions and the Sommelet reaction were to be
studied.

(3)

Finally, the new amines which resulted trom these

Perry, K. A., "The Synthesis and Sympathomimetic

Act1Y1ty of Some 2- and m-B1s-(2-am1noeth7l)-benzene1, 0
Doctoral Dissertation, The University ot Tennessee, Knoxville,
Tennessee, 1950.

3
investigations were to be prepared in quantity tor submission
to the Lilly Research Laboratories tor pharmacologic testing.

OJIA.P!BR II

HISTORICAL AID DISCUSSION

or

RESULTS

The most commonly used routes to 2-aminoethylbenzenes

••1 be illustrated graphically as follows,

0
!CCI

l

1lCB2Jr02

OCB(OB)CH(R)I02

l [BJ
OCH(OB)CH(R)KB:!
Since in this work all of the above methods were u1ed,

it 'becall8 neeessary to study in eonaid.erable detail cblorometh1lat1on reactions, the Souelet reaction, and the

condensation ot nitroalkanes with aldehydes and with chloromethyl compounds.

or

Each of these then is described as somewhat

a separate piece

or

work.

A.
1.

Chloromethylation

li11tor19a:t
As early as 1898, Grassi and Masell1 1 ettected the

replacement or a hydrogen atom in the benzene nucleus with a
chloromethyl group b7 the action

or

hydrogen chloride and

paratormaldehyde 1n the presence ot zinc chloride:

The ease

or

the conversion ot the chloromethyl group into
other groups such as -CB0, 2 -CB2 oH, -CB2c1, and -cH33, 4
established the importance ot this reaction and thus led to

extensive studies in this direction.

As a consequence

or

these many independent investigations, the preparations ot
the more common chloromethyl derivatives have been adequately

(1) Grassi,
~' II, 477 (1898).

(2)

o.,

and Maselli,

S01111elet, M.,

c.,

(4) Orummit,
295 (1943).

o.,

ital.,

Com;t. ttnd~, 1.22, 8~2 (1913).

(3) Andersen, A. R., and Short,
Soc., 485 (1933).

22,

9111~ ghim,

and Buck, A~

w.

F., I..:.. QQ1m,

c., lz.. All:. Qbll· ~ '

6
described in the chemical literature.

However, the present

work required compounds containing two chlorcmethyl groups
per molecule, and a survey

or

the literature revealed that

very raw such compounds had been prepared.

For the few that

had been previously prepared, the method ot preparation in

general waa unsatisfactory for the present purpose since the
bis-chloromethyl compound was generally a by.product

or

a

reaction planned for another purpose.
2.

l1port1nt l1ctor• !hlsb IntlueJl.S!. cniorometb1l1~!gn
a. Be111nt1, catalxst1a. 1D!1 ~W2DL.S Besides

paraformaldehyde, aa tirst employed by the Italian workers,
Grassi and Maselli, formalin, diethyl formal, or dimethyl
formal have been used with hydrochloric acid.

Chloromethyl

ether or dichloromethyl ether have also been tound to be
effective chloromethylating agents.

There is no general rule

tor the choice of reagents, but due to the ready availability

or

.formalin and hydrochloric acid these reagents are most

commonly used.
methyl ether

For reactive compounds such as pyrrol, chloroor diehloromethyl ether are preterred since the

use ot these reagents makes it unnecessary to use strong
acids, and the reaction can be carried out at low temperatures.6

(~)

Fuson, R.

c.,

and McKeever,

c. H.,

"Organic

Reactions," Vol. I, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York,

N. Y., 1948, P• 63.

(6) Wood, J.B., Perry, M.A., and Tung,
Oh9m. Soc., 22., 2989 (19,0).

c. c.,

l._:.

Alu.

7
Catalysts are trequently necessary. Acetic acid,7-11
sulfuric acid, 12 , 13 and zinc chlor1de14 - 22 are among the commonest catalysts employed.

A large variety

or

catalysts has

been studied; in some cases, they are effective in increasing

(1936).

( 7)

( 8)
87 (1949).

Darzens, G., and Levy, A., Cgmpt. ttnd., 202, 73
Martin, I. R.H., Dull • .12Ju chi;. Bel.ges, ~'

Grummitt,
~' 29, (1943).
( 9)

o.,

and Buck, A.

(10) Randall, D. I., and Bue,
2,;31,464, November 28, 1950.

s.

c., l...£.

Am,

QDem,

Soc.,

R., U.S. Patent

(11) Vavon, o., Bolle, J., and Calin, J., Dull. !.2.£.!.
gh1m. {;), ~, 102~ (1939).
.Qt.L.

Angyal,

(13)

Uatsukawa,

(14)

Quelet, R., Qe•P~: rtnd.,

smtl)esu,

Japan,

J. 1 Tetaz, J. R., and Wilson, J.P.,
lQ, 67-69 \1950).

r.,

22, ;3;-,37 (19;0).

(1~) Quelet,
CS), 3., 2200 (1936).

!,

s.

(12)

R.,

and Shirakawa, IC., l.:. fflprm. Soc.

and Anglade,

12.a, 102
M., Bull,

(1934).
.1.2!.t.

gg11.

(16)

Quelet, R., and Allard, J., .IDJll..t. soc. gh!m. { 5),

(17)

Quelet, R.' Jl:gll, .12£..t. 2btm ,. (4), .23., ~10 (1933).
Quelet, R.' g21Rt,. rend • , 1.22, 1411 (1933).

620 (1937).

(18)

(21)

Quelet, R.' Bult• aogi chim. ( 5')' lt ;39 (1934).
Quelet, R.' BulJ: • .12!.L s;hi•t (5'), l, 904 (1934).
Quelet, R.' and Allard , J. , c2wt. rend,, i.Q2,

(22)

Blanc,

(19)
(20)

238 (1937).

o.,

Bµlt. soc~ chili (4),

ll, 313

(1923).

8

the yield of the bis-chloromethyl compound.

This may be

illustrated by the chloromethylation of benzene.

If excess

zinc chloride is used, the yields of the bis-chloromethyl
derivative and d1phenylmethane are relatively high; whereas,
with a small amount

or

catalyst, almost no bis-ehloromethyl

However, the yield of bensylchloride

compound is obtained.
is also d1111.n1shed. 23

Temperature has also been round to be an important
factor.

Introduction

t•c111tated

by

or

two chloromethyl groups is generally

using a temperature higher than

quite often accompanied by side reactions.

;o0

but is

The main side

reaction that has been obserYed is the formation ot the
corresponding diarylmethane derivatives, a reaction which

most frequently occurs with highly reactive compounds such as
naphthalene, 24 aniaole, 2 ; phenols, 26 etc.

b.

Bt(egt1 2t 1ub1titpent1.

The influence

substituent1 on the chloromethylat1on

or

or

various

aromatic compounds

may be classified as inhibiting and favoring effects.

The

inhibiting groups are mostly the electron-attracting groups

(23)
(24)

485 (1933).

c2;) Quelet, R.,
l, 1796 (1936).
(193?).

(26)

iYJ.J., 1.2A.L !iQ11•

ll, 313 (1923).
Anderson, A. R., and Short, W. r., l!. C,tl111. S9g •. ,

Blanc, G.,

and Allard,

(4),

J., Dullt

Cast1gl1on1, A., 0111• 9Dils

1.2A.L

ital., 22.,

091;. (5),
324

9

such aa the nitro-,27-29 aldehydo-,30 halogeno-,31,32 and
carboxyl groupa.33

The presence ot one of such groups 1n the

bensene ring invariably renders the introduction

or

a ohloro-

methyl group rather d1tt1oult or not possible at all. The
electron-relea•lng groups aueh as alky13 4 and hydroxyl groups,

on the other hand, generally tac111tate the entrance
chlorom.ethyl group.

or

a

Phenol1e compounds have been round to be

so react1.Ye that the reaction usuall1 tavor• the formation ot

polymeric materials.

A suitable device to overcome this 41t-

riculty ts to chlorouthyla.te the methylated phenola.35'-38

R.,

(27) Stn~•ni. H. t Short, 'I.
and Gladding, G.,
· , ,10 ll920).
L ~b•ms .§oc 0
(28) Vavon, G. 1 Bolle, J., and Calin, J., 1111~ .121.£.
ID11, (;), 2) 1025 (1939).
(29) Reichert, B., and Marquardt, H., Ph1r111t1, j,
10-1~ (195'0).

(30)

11\14,

(31)

Stephen, H., Short, W.

121..t. a.L.
(32)

r.,

raobunkur, B., an4. Bichler,

and Gladding, G.,

r.,

Ger. Pat. S09,149

~A:.,~. 711 <1931>; Qh111 Z1ntr....., 12.a, 1, 360 c1931>.

(33) lfateukawa 1 T., and Shirakawa, K., L.. EAltPJ-. §.21.t.
Japan, ,ZQ, 13,-137 (19,0).
(1934).

von Braun,

(3S)

Soaelet, M., bl,J,,&

22S6 (l~~t~.

so...let, M.,

lll.,.

.D., 8~3 (1933).
I., Coamta rta41, 12i,

Ill.ii, (4),

and Ma~aaak:,

Souelet, I., Q211~.t. llD~u 122, 25'6 (1933) •
(38) Wood, J. 1., Perrrt Jl •
and !ung, c. c.,
Al!.t. Qb•L 12L., 22., 2989 (19,o).

(37)

L

J., and Nelles, J., III.a.., .QZ, 1094

(34)

.l.,

10
The introduction

or

a second ohloromethyl group into

chloromethylbenzene gives mainly the para 1somer39 although
some ot the ortho isomer is also tormed. 40 With a strongly
directing ortho para group such es -OCH3 or -CH3 also present,
the orientation

or

the second chloromethyl group is governed
largely by these groups rather than the chloromethyl group. 41 , 42
When both inhibiting and favoring groups are present,
their effects counteract each other.

Nitrobensene, tor

instance, is chloromethylated very slowly, whereas, with
nitropbenol the reaction proceeds much more readily.

3.

~11-Cchlo:rgmetbYJJ-penzen11
a. ~-Bis-,chlotQPltth;yl)-aqisole CII). When anisole

The Prepar1,t1og .2t:

was subjected to conditions favorable for bis-chloromethylat1on, it was observed that a considerable amount

or

p,p'-di-

methoxydiphenylmethane was obtained in addition to the bischloromethyl compound.

The presence of this by-product

rendered the purification
sible.

or

the desired product quite impos-

The preparation of 2,4-bis-(chloromethyl)-anisole

o.,

Bull.~ ch!m• (4), 13., 313 (1923).

(39)

Blanc,

(40)

Jacobs

(41)

Blanc, G.,

(42)

Quelet, R., and Anglade, M., Jm.l.l~ .l2st!.

W. A., and Heidelberger, M.,l£.

1
Chtl•, .22, 659 (191,).

c;>, l,

2200

c1936).

Bio,,

~ ,S!!.:.

ghim,

11

was round to be much more satisfactory when executed in a
stepwise chloromethylation.

To this end, i-chlorometh7l-

ani1ole (I} was first prepared by the method or Quelet and
Allar4 43 by treatment ot anisol• with toraalin and hydrogen
chloride at low temperature with zinc chloride as catal7st
and petrolewa ether as

solvent.

This monochloromethylated

product••• isolated, purified, and then subJecte4 to further
chloromethylation at high teaperature without the use ot

oatal11t and 1olvent.

An

over-all yield ot

3, per cent ot

2,4-b11-(chloro11eth7l)-ani1ole wa1 thus obtained trom anisole.

CB20
BOl >

03

OOB3

OCB2<ll
CH2Cl

CH2Cl

(I)

(II)

Although (II) was prepared by Quelet and Angla4e, 44 no evidence tor the proposed structure waa submitted.

The structure

was therefore established by conyersion to the corresponding
aldehyde through the Somaelet reaction.4 5' and the subsequent
ox14at1on ot the aldeh7de to the known 4-utboxy11ophthalic
acid.

(43)

guelet, R., and Allard,

l, 1796 (1936}.

<S>, l,

J.,

(44) Quelet, R., and Anglade, M.,
2200 (1936).
(45')

Sommelet,

a., Q,tut,

EID«u

lgl.J. • .l2L. chi•,

ln.lt llL.. Stai•,

ll?, 85"2 (1913).

(5'),

12

b. s14-111-<csl2ro1eY47ll-Y:il2RD!Dil 11taxi
BrtUU1er46 has reported the preparation ot this

•~•E (III).

compound. 1n a patent 1n 1933, but no details regarding the
procedure of preparation and evidence ot the structure were
given.

It was therefore desirable to give this compound

further 1tud.7.

Phenyl meth7l tb.1oether was trea\ed with

tormalin in hydroohlor1o acid and a stream ot hydrogen chloride at room temperature.

.A. product ••• isolated which agreed

with Brunner's product in melting point.

This product was

assigned the structure 2 1 4-b1s-(ehloromethyl)-thiophenol
methyl ether on, the ba11s·ot the tollowtng sequence ot

reactions:
0
II

0=8CB3

SCB3

CB20

OCBa(:l

HCl;.

C82Cl
(III)
Cl

OCOCl

~

Da0~

oC~B
C()aB

(IV)

Cl

OC02B

COCl

002B

(V)

CVI)

The anal111a ot (IV) acreed with that tor the postulated atructure

(46)

or

a 1ultone dioarboxylic acid,

Melting

Brunner,,., U.S. Patent 1,88?,396 (1933).
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point and neutral equivalent or (VI) a1reed with those tor

____ __ -

the known 4-cbloroiaopbthalic acid.
.......,
Chloromethylation
at __......,..._
p-xylene.

c.

Bis-chloromethyla•

tion ot i-xylene was t1rst accomplished by von Braun and
N•llee47 with a 7 per cent yield or the 2,5-bis-(chloro-

methyl)-p-xy'lene (VII).

After repeated trials with various
mod1t1catton of conditions, the Tield has been improved to

~;percent.

'?he succesa

or

this reaction rests on the

1solat1on ot the product as soon

a1

it••• tormed.

so as to

avoid th• poss1.b111ty ot polymerization under the experimental

con41t1on1 (70°).

Jrom the mother liquor, aome 2,3•b1s-

(ehloroaethyl)·J?-X11•n• (VIII) was isolated.

2-Chloromethyl-

.2,-x.1lene (IX)••• also tound to be present in the reaetion

produat.

The atructur•• were aacerta1ne4 by von Braun and

Kell•• through oxidation to the known aoids.

0

C!iO

HCl)

ClCl:t2

CH3

CB2Cl

CB3

CH3

(VII)

{VIII)

!

l
OC02H

l(IX)

CB3

002H

[OJ

OC02H
C02JI

(47)

CB3

OCJiaCl . 0Clf2Cl . OCB~l
C02H

(1933).

CB3

C:13

CB3

von Braun,

z.,

[O]

[OJ

C02B

C02B

C02H

C02B

and lelles,

OC02B
C02H

J., BIL., 92,

1094

14

•. ChJ.or2uSh1l1s1on 2'

2-xr1,u

When 2-x,lene was chloromethflated by von Braun and
lellea, 48 they obtained 4,~-b11-(chloroaethyl)-2-x1lene (X)

Th• •tructure1 were

and aonoehloroaethyl compound (XI).

established by oxidation to the known acids.
CH3

>

( )CB3

.0CH3

+

ClCB2

CB2Cl

(Xl

[O]

C02B

C02B

0

002B

C02B

In repeat1n& the work, the same general results were obtained.

;. S:hlo1211Sall1t1on 2t ,,12t11no1Dl11V1111ta1r
On

account ot the act1Yat1ng influence ot the hydroxy

group on the l>ensene ring,

it••• neceesary

to carry out the

reaction with the diaethyl ether ot re1ore1nol rather than

resore1nol itselt.

Variou• conditions were tr1ed to effect

chloromethylation in 1uoh a way aa to obtain the monochloro-

methyl or the bi1-cblorometh7l derivative, but the mildest
cond.itions ct temperatures and reagents that could be obtained.

(1933).

(48)

von Braun,

J.,

and Nelles,

J.,

.D!lt.:., 92, 1094

l~
led to non-characterizable, high molecular weight polymers.
That bis-chlorometh7lation was occurring was proved by letting
the reaotion run about three ainutes under aild conditions
and then a4d1n1 an exeeas ot henaeth7lene\etraaine.

Thus,

all chloromet.byl coapound1 existing at the time ot the addi-

tion were precipitated. aa the salts.

Prom the h.14rol1s11

products were isolated the dialdehyde oorreapond1ng to 4,6•
b11•(chlorometh1l)-re1orcinol dimethyl ether and the monoaldehyde corresponding to 2,4-d1methoxyben1ylchlorid.e

<•••

section on Sommelet reaction).
B.
1.

Soramelet Reaetion

InttodycS&S!D
The ohloroaeth7l group in the aroaat1c nuoleua 11

capable ot torming a quarternary salt with hexamethylene-

tetraa1ne which oan be 11olate4 in an anhydrous solvent,
.L.&..:.., ohlorotora. 49 Delep1ne!O cleYeloped an exeellent aethod
for the preparation

(189S).

(49)

or

Del•pine,

primary all111e1~l by the hJID'Ol11ia ot

M.,

BJy,l • .121..t.

Gil, ()), .U, 35'8

( 5'0) liJ.41
( 51)

3S8~ (1939).

Gala t, A. , and Ilion, G.,

.T .
LL

.a .. ·

Cbtl.e.

.mu. ---

•AA

•

~.

t.. , ,
¥.a.
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these salts in stron1 hydrochloric acid solution.

Allulon1a

and tormald.ehrtte are also tormed at the same time.
[ ArCB2C6ll12B~

•x-

l!o

Ar0B2JJB2 .J 11B3 ,f, B20

(1)

Scmmelet5'2 later showed that when the quarternary salt
was h74rolyae4 in water,

it••• broken down

into an aromatic

aldehyde accompanied by other product• as ind1oate4 by the
equation,
[ AJ'CB2C6B12M~ .f.x-

82°.-

lrCBO ,f,

CB20 .f. lrCH2IB2 I- OB3IB2 f IB3

(2)

The 4ecoapos1t1on may be hastened by using acetic acid. as

aolvent.;3 This constitute• a general aethod tor the preparation ot aromatic al4ehy4ea trom the oorre1pondin1 chloromethyl
4er1Yat1Ye1. Its su1ta'b111ty tor the a,ntheais ot aromatic
d1al4ehy4ea, howeYer, had not been studied until work in this
laboratory established the general appl1oab111ty of this

reaction.
2.

lra\Atlil 9l. Aro11it1 l)ialftb1d11
The bi1-chloro11eth7l compounds submitted to the cond1-

tiona ot the Sommelet reaction are indicated in !able I along

with the yields of the aldehyde.

!bis work indicates that

the 80J111elet reaction 11 an excellent aethocl tor the

(~2)

Sommelet, M.,

(~3)

Hewett, c.

L.,

(,eoapt,
h

EtMu

.UZ,

e,-2 (1913).

Chem, bsu., 297 (1940).

TABLE I
BBXlDTliYLDBTBTRAJIIIE SALTS OF CHLOROMETBYL COMPOUIDS AMD THEIR B?DROLYSIS PRODUCTS

Chloromethyl Compound

Product

Yield•
(j)

2,4-Bis-(chloromethyl)-aniaole

4-Jlet.boxn•ophthalaldehyde

63

2,4-B1s-(chloromethyl)-th1ophenol Methyl Bther

4-Th1omethyl1sophthalaldehyde

21

4,6-Bis-(ehlorometbyl)-resorcinol Dimeth7l Ether

4,6-Dim.ethox)'1.sophthalal4ehyde

••

2,4-Dimethoxybenayl Chloride

2,4-Diaet.boxybenaaldehyde

••

2,5'-Bis-(chloromethyl)-f-XTl•n•

2,5"-Di•thylterephthalaldehycle

'57

.2-Xylylene D1'brold.4e•••

.2-X.,.l7lene Diud.ne D1hydrochlor1de

5'S

2-Chloroaethyl-3•hJ'drox7-nitrobensene

B1a-(2-b7clrox7-6-nitrobens7l)-amine

77

2,4-B1s-(chloroaethyl)-mea1tylene

Polf1Nr1c Bitrocen Compound

Chlorometh7laesit7lene

B,K'-di-o<.2-1sodur7lmethalle41alld.Ae

Chloromethylaeai tylene•••

o<. 2-1so4urylalll1ne S,drocbloricle

100

;;

•Yield based upon the corresponding chloromethyl compound.
••rhe yield cannot be calculated since the amount ot chloromethyl compound was unltno1fft.

•••Hydrolysis

or

the corresponding quartern.ary salt in acid medium.

....

......:1
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preparation ot aryl dialdehydes providing that the corresponding chloromethyl compound• are available and provided that
certain ater1c conditions to be discussed later do not exist.

In all oases, one mole

or

reacted with two moles

quantitative 11el4

or

or

the bia-chloromethyl compound

hexa11eth1lenetetrall1ne to give a

the salt which could. 1enerall1 be iso-

lated as white crystals.

in aqueous solution

or

the aalt •••

then hydrolyzed by heating under reflux tor tour hours.

The

yield ot the d1aldehy4e generally was increased by the addition of rormaldehyde 1n the hydrolysis solution.

or

In the case

-

2,5'-bis-ohloromethyl-p-xylene, the salt was a 1tiok1,

.

hygroscopic substance which aade it difficult to work with.

To overcome this, it was toun.d that the hydrolysis to the
de11re4 dialdehy'de could be carried out directl1 without iaolation ot the interaed.iar1 aalt.

fhua, wben a mixture

or

2,S-bia-chloro11eth7l-p-x7lene and hexaaethylenetetraaine in

-

60 per cent ethanol was refluxed. tor eighteen hours, 2,S-41methylterephthalaldeh1de was obtained 1n 38 per cent yield.
Attempts to isolate the ohloromethyl compound. from the reaction or re1orc1nol dimethyl ether with chlorometbyl ether were

unsucce1stul, but when the reaction mixture was directly
treated with hexamethylenetetralline, a mixture ot quarternar7

salts ot the ohloromethyl coapound1 was obtained.

!his mix-

ture ot salts was h7drol7sed to yield 4,6-d1methox7i1ophthal.aldeh7de and 2,4-dimethoxybensaldehyde.

The structures ot

19
the aldehyde• were determined by conversion to the known
carboxyl1o acids.

The influence ot other subst1tuenta in the ring on the
formation ot aldehyde• by hydrolysis of the salt will be
discussed under the section on "Abnormal Souelet Reaction.''

In recent years there has been a re\'1Yal ot interest
concerning the mechanism ot the Sommelet reaction.

The major

contributions came trom two different groups, Angyal and

RassaekS'4 in Australia, and Graym.ore and Dav1esS'5' in England.
They reviewed the tentative proposal given by Sommelet;6 in
1913 and which 1n•olved the following steps,

Hyd.rol7a11

Cl)

or

the quarternary salt to

methylenebena7lamine,
[A.rCB2C6H12l4J

(2)

•x-

:,.

ArCB2ll=CH2

(3)

Shitting of the double bond to give
benzyl1denemethylam1ne,
(4)

Bydrolyais or benzylid.enemethylalline to
benza14eh1d.e and meth7lamine,

(3)

ArCB=BCB3

(l

ArCBO .f. CH3RB2

(;4)

lngyal,

i~f:

Graymore,

(;6)

Sommelat, 1., Q2mpt, Itn4,,

2700 (1949).

293

s. J.,

7)1

9

J.,

and Bas1aok, R.

and Da~ies, D.

( ;)

c.,

a.,
122,

Lt. Qhtms ~ '

I.,. Cbfm, ~ ,

8~2 (1913).
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lotwithatanding the tact that Sommelet himaelt bad not

turn1ahe4 any ev14enoe tor the meohaniam he proposed, and
moreover, had later expresae4

a

chanae ot view in two later

publicationa,'57,5'8 Gra7more and Dartes, atter a lapae ot
thirty rears, provided experimental results in support ot the

tirst step ot Soraelet•s tirat 1ugge1t1on.

It methylene-

benaylamine 11 an intermediate in the course ot the formation

ot the aldehyde, it should itself give benaal4ehyde under the
conditions

or

the Sommelet reaction.

Indeed, benaal4eh7de

was obtained bf Grayaore and Dav1ea~9 in good yield when a
mixture ot benaylamine and formaldehyde was treated with

hexameth7lenetetralll1ne.

Furthermore, th••• workers showed

that bena7lam1ne or meth7lene bena1lamine could not be con-

verted to benaal4ebyde in the abaence ot hexam.ethylane-

tetra111ne.

The greatest ob~ection to Sommelet•s mechanism lies in
the second step.

(191,.).

(1917).

!he po111b111ty or a prototrop1c

c,1>

Sommelet,

(;'8)

Sommelet,

IIJ.J.,

1!LL.

IPil•

(iY),

12, 82

' B;ll,

1!LL.

sn11,

(iv),

ll, 96

•• t

•.

(1?) Gra1more, J.'

293 (194; .

and

Davies, D. R., L. Qbtlh ~ '
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rearrangement in the Schiff's base, as remarked by Angyal and
Rassack,60 is highly improbable since it was pointed out by
Ingold and Shoppee61 that such a prototrop1c rearrangement
only occurred to some extent in a solution

or

sodium ethox1de

This view was subsequently supported by von &uwers
and Wunderl1ch62 and by Shoppee.63

at 3000.

The role of hexamethylenetetramine has been shown by
Graymore and Davies 64 and by Angyal and Rassack65' to be more
than merely that

or

salt formation.

Nevertheless, both groups

or

investigators tailed to otter a satisfactory explanation.

On

the basis that ammonia was evolved copiously during the

hydrolysis

or

the quarternary salt, Graymore and Davies

attempted to attribute the function of hexamethylenetetramine
to its hydrolyzed product, am1nomethyl alcohol, which according to them, took part in the third step ot Sommelet's
proposed mechanism in the following manner:
(7)

(60) Angyal,
2700 (1949).
(61) Ingold,
(1929).
1199
(62) Auwers,
(1932).

s. J.,

and Rassack, R.

~

c. K.'

and Shoppee,

J..&. Q.~1m1 §gL.,

IC. V •'

and Wunderlich, B.' BIL.,

c.'
c. w.,

Nature, !22., 619

(63)

Shoppee, C. W.,

(64)

Oraymore, J., and Davies, D. R. t L

293 (1945).

(65)

Angyal,

s. J.,

gp.em. Soe.,

22, 70

(1948).

ca,m,

§gL.,

and Ras sack, R. C., l2S-.t. cit.
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It 1s qu1te apparent that such a view cannot be entertained
since benzyl1denem.etbylamine ie known to be hydrolyzed very

smoothly at the pH ot the reaction mixture without the n•ed

or any other reagent.
Angyal and Rassaok•a66 explanation a1 to the role ot

hexameth7lenetetrall1ne •••
entirely convincing.

ingenious, albeit, not

10119,rhat

Th•1 pointed out the exi,tence ot the

tollow1ng equilibrium at the pH ot the reaction (pH 3 to 6):
(8)

The bena1lamine present in the equilibrium mixture, according
to them, underwent dehydrogenation resulting in an imine
which was au'baequen'tl)' hydrolysed to the alcleby4e.

fhat

hexaaethylenetetraa1ne ••• indispensable in the acquirement

ot high 71eld ot the aldehyde was 4ue to the action ot one ot
its hydrol111a product,, aet.h7leneimin•, which tunctioned as
a hydrogen acceptor.

Thus they proposed the following steps

tor the meohan11a ot the Soamelet react1ont

LA.rCH2C6B12B4J T.xJ.rCB2l==CB2 ... B20

06!!1214 .f. B20
ArCH2IJl2

+ CB2=NH

.A.rCM=NH

(66)

2700 (1949).

Angyal,

s.

~- ArCB2l=OB2
>z

ArCB2I~

<

~

+ H20 -::,....

:am

( 9)

+ OH20

CH2=BH

ArCH=IB
ArCHO

( 11)

+ CB3l!Ja

+ IH3

J., and Rassack, R.

(10)

c.,

(12)

(13)

l..t.. Ch9m. ls!su.,
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In support ot the toregoing viewpoint, the simple system ot

benzylamine hJdrochloride and tor111.ldehyd.e 1n water was
studied by theae workers.

Attempts to increase the yield ot

aldehyde by varying the cond1t1on1 were unauccesstul, but
they tound that the low 71eld was due to the formation of
benzylraethylamine which••• produced in•• much as
cent field..

SO - 6S

per

Thia tormation was accounted tor 1>1 the occur-

rence ot the following react1onat
ArCB2l8a

+ CB20

_,.

ArCH2l=CB2 .f. CB20 f H20

A.rCH2l=CB2

?:..

ArCB2l=OB2

~ ArCB2IBCB3 J HC~H

+ B002B _,_.,.

ArCB2IB2 .f. ArOB2l=Cl2

+ B20

+ HaO

ArCH2IHCB3 .f. CO2

)tu

lrCHO

+ 113

(14)
( 1;)

(16)

.f.

lrCH2IH0B3

(17)

Hence, they turther explained that there waa a dual role
played b7 hexamethylenetetramine, one as a hf4rogen acceptor,
as mentioned abo•e, and the other aa a subst1tutefor methylene-

benaylaaine, thua 41a1n1th1n.g the tcraat1on ot 'b•nzylaethylamine, which, acoording to these workers, was the cause

or

the low 71el4 of aldehyde 1n the absence ot bexamethylenetetralline.
CB2 IB ~ CB20

+ 120

ArCB2IB2 .f, OH2=lf1I

,- CB3IB2 .f. BC02B
~ CB3l'B2

* ArCB=1111

(18)
(19)
(20)

24

Our observation that hexamethylenetetraminebenzyl
chloride on hydrolysis in basic solution atfords benzylamine67
enables

u1

to state here that the equilibrium (8) tends to

shitt to the right in pB >7.

That the same is also true for

pH< 3 1.a suggested by the fact that in Delepine•s reaction
both primary amine and toraaldehyde are obtained.

It is

understandable, therefore, why Graymore and Dav1ea68 tailed
to obtain bensal4ehy4e trom either bensylaa1ne or meth7lenebenz7lamine in the presence ot an excess ot h7drochloric acid.
A.ocording to the role ascribed by Angyal and Bassack

to hexalline, it 1apl1es that the yield ot benzaldehy4e would
be

tavored b7

(a) an.

exoe1a ot hexa.. thylenetetraa1ne, and/or

(b) a min1aua amount ot formaldehyde.
tiecl b1 the experimental results

The former was ~uati-

ot th••• workers, the latter,

however, 11 in direct conflict with our work.

In order to

attain higher yields ot the aldehyde, we have tound that it

was nece11ar1 to ad4 an axe••• of tormaldebyde during the
hydrolysis

or

the quarternarr salt.

This unexplainable dis-

agreement between our observation and that ot A.ngyal and
Raasack cannot reetrain us rrom casting some doubt upon the

meohan1s• tor the S0J111elet reaction as proposed by the
(67)

Grayaore,

J., L.

Chtl11

IRL.,

1116 (1947).

(68) Gra7more, J. 1 and Davies, D.R., l.,. Qhem, 12su.,
293 (1945").

Australian workers.
that the role

or

NeYertbeless, we are onl7 allowed to 1a7

hexamethylenetetramlne in this reaction

still remains quite mysterious.
4•

.ll!P.ttl.ll ltatltl Bttl~l2D
Fuson and Denton69 first obserYed that ohloromethyl-

usitylene, instead ot undergoing the Sommelet reaction to
yield the corresponding aldehyde, gave a basic nitrogen com-

pound upon hydrolysis ot its qu.arternary salt.
to this result as an abnormal case

or

They reterred

the Sommelet reaction,

and proposed a tentative structure, 1,1•-41-o<..2-1sodur1laa1ne,
tor the basic nitrogen product.

Angyal, Morris, Ra11aok, and Waterer70 repo~ted a more
extensive study of the Sommelet reaction on a nwaber of
2- substituted chloromethyl compounds, and concluded that
when two substi tuents, electron-attraet1n& and· er•otron-

releasing groups alike, were present in poa1t1cns ortho to
the chloromethyl group, the lommelet reaction was h1nclir-ed.
one ortho-au'bat1tuent, on the other ha.rut, 41d not prevent the

reaction but was not entirely without hindrance effect.

Thia

was shown by diminished yield ot the 2-bromobenzaldehyde (,o_)

(69)

Pusoni R.

(. 70)

An11al,

12.L., ~. 6~4 (194 ) •

c.,

s. J.,

and Denton. J. J., l.,. Am... Qhem.
Morr11, P. 1.

. Raasack,

and Waterer, J. A., l... gbtl, ~ ' 2704 ( 1949).

R.

c.,
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as compared to the field ot the

,e-

a-

isomer (60j) and the

isomer (6~).
Similar conclu1ion1 are also 1n41oated bf the results

or

this work.

Several ohlorometb71 compounds with ortho

aubstituents were submitted to the reaction, and. in all cases
no aldehyde torraat1on could be detected.

these are described

below.
An

attempt to prepare phthalaldebyde trom .2.-xylylene

d1brom1de was made, but hy4rolys1s ot the quarternary aalt in
ac141c medium furnished a-xyl7lene diam1ne dih7drochloride
(XII), while h7drol71i1 in water gave a highl7 polyaerized
product.

In both in1tanoe1 no aldehyde was obtained.

This

1s a case where one ortho-1ubstituent doea bring torth hin-

dranee in the reaction.
B ~
20
~

[sa1t] a+
~

bas1o, nitrogenous

polymer

OCB2IB21Cl

CB2IB2HCl

(XII)
Although 2-h1drox1-6-nitrobenz7l chloride toraed a
white crystalline salt with hexaa•th1lenetetram1ne, hydrolysis

ot this salt tailed to produce the corresponding aldehyde but
did produce a basic nitrogen compound to which the structure

ot b11-(2-h7droxy-6-n1trobenz)'l)-am1ne (XIII) has been
tentatively assigned.

27
CB2 -

NH -

BgO> HOolf~

CB2

BOOB02

(XIII)
Similarly, attempt, to convert 2,4-bis-ohlorouthyl-

meaitylene to the corresponding d1aldehyde were in vain.
Byd.roly111 ot its aalt in water attor4ed a nitrogen containing pol7mer which probably resulted trom the condensation ot
the amine formed with roraal4•hr4e.
In the case or ohloroaethylme11tylene, the 1ame basic

nitrogen compound obtained by Fuson and Denton7l resulted
from hydrolysis ot the salt 1n water, and o<2-1sodurylam1ne
hydrochloride was isolated when the hydrolysis was performed
However, it was most striking that the transrornaa-

in acid.
tion

or

the chloromethyl group to the aldehyde was aobieYed

when 2-chloroaeth1lme1it7lene was treated with exceas tormal4ehyde under refluxing temperature tor twel•• hours and then
with hexamethylenetetraaine tor another twelve hours.

Me1it1-

len.e aldeh7de (XVI) was isolated in 47 per cent yield.

It is

believed that the course ot the reaction is as follows,

(71)

.b.L., 23.,

ruson, R.

6S4 (1941).

c.,

and Denton, J.

J., h

Al!.&.

QB••,
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CB3

IQl,.
B20

H3C

0CH2IB2•BCl

CB3

(III)

Bxceas CB20>

H3C

ocBo
CB3

CH3

0CB2l==CB2

OH3

c61,2•i) . .
B20

J130

CB3

(XVI)

(XV)

An&Jal and Ra11aok72 ha•• reported the ta1lure
transforming

or

2-1aodur7laalne h7drochloride (UY) into

me1it1lene aldehyde under various conditions.

Instead, they

obtained the same compound that rueon and Denton7l obtained
but disagreed with th•••• to 1ta structure.

They believed

the compound to be a dimer or trimer ot the aethyleneam1ne as
1n41cate4 belows

They poatulated that 1teric hindrance inhibited the

third step (equation 12) ot their proposed aechaniam tor the
S0J11J1elet reaction.

Thia view, however, is not in complete

(72) Angyal, S.
2700 (1949).
(73)

!21.:., il,

Puson! R.

65'4 (194 ) •

J.,

c.,

and Rasaack, R. C., L,.

Cati,~'
.

and Denton, J. J., LAL Chea.
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harmony with our accomplished conversion ot o<.2-isodurylamine
into mes1t7lene aldehyde.

Since all of the atorementioned

investigators are in agreement that the Soh1tt•s base formed
upon hydrolysis ot the hexaaethylenetetralline salt is
essential in the formation of the aldehyde,

C6B1214~

ArCB2N=CB

lrCBO •

We a.re led to believe, therefore, that the tormat1on ot me11t11ene aldehyde trom the alline is proceeded bf a Schitt•s base
type intermediate (XV).
b7 a consideration

or

Thia view may turther be supported

the equ111briu•

A.1'CB2ll2 .f. CB20 ,

"' ArCfi2l=CB2

+ B20

•

That the reaction to the right would be favored bJ the

large ex.ceaa

or

tor the 1ucces1

formaldehyde appears to be'the main criterion

or

this reaction.

It this were true, the

presence ot .2-1ub1tituent1 woul.4 be responsible tor the in-

hibition ot the tormation ot the Schitt•s base intermediate in
lieu ot the third step {equation 12)
and Baasack.

Clarification

or

a1

proposed by Angyal

this point awaits more detailed

experimental e•idence.

c.

Condensation ot Aromatic D1aldehyde with Nitroalkanes

It hae been well established that aldehyde, and nitro-

alkanes in the presence

or

yield nitro alcohols or

o< ,J.3-unsaturated n1tro compounds.

a base undergo condensation to
In
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spite ot the volullinoua works reported in this tield, there
has been hitherto not a single case ot the conden•at1on
nitroalkane with aromatic dialdeh7de1.

or

a

With the purpose ot

preparing a number of bis-(2-amtnoetb.yl)-benaenea containing
various types ot subatituenta, .1.s.1..t., hydroxyl or meth7l
groups on the ethylamine side chain, a 1tudy ot the condensation

or

nitromethane and nitroethane with two aromatic dialde-

hydea, 4-methoxyiaophthalaldehyde and 2,5'-41methoxyterephthalaldehyde was carried out.

l large number ot different oata-

lysts, including both inorganic and organic bases, under

various cond.1t1one have been tried.

The results are shown in

Tables II, III, IV, and V.
Proa the experimental re•ults it 11 not d1tt1oult tor
us to conclude that nitroaethane is more reactive than nitroethane, and that

a-

dialdehydes undergo condenaation more

actively than p- 41al4eh7de1.

Thus 4-methoxyisophthalaldehyde
1n the preaence ot &JI.Jlam1ne d1d yield inYariably a brown
polymer with nitromethane but a yellowish, crystalline prod-

uct with nitroethane.

In addition, 2,,-d1methylterephthal-

al4ehyde with nitromethane gave a red, or11tall1ne substance.

All the polymeric product, were insoluble in ordinary
organic sol'V'enta such as ethanol, methanol, benzene, and

chlorotor11, but were soluble 1n acetone and cellusolve.
Beverthele11, attempts to reor11tall1ze the pol1mers trom
these two solvents were futile.

Analytical data suggested

TABLE II

COIDDSlTIOI OP 4-.IBTHOllISOPBTBALlLDEH!D:& WITH JIITROBTJWIB

OCB3

OCBO

f CH3S02

.

OCR)

oc~..buo2
C82-?D02

CBO

ll

(DII)

feaperature

Catalysts

2S-

Products

-5'°

No reaction

2Sj So41u hydroxide solution

oo

:lo reaction

2S$ Sod11111 hydroxide solution

Room teaperature

Brown pol711er (I.VII)

Sodium. methox1de (with h7droquinone)

Room temperature

Yellow crystals m.p. 1091100. Bot reducible by

So41wa hydroxide solution

catalytic hydrogenation
or ehellical reduction.

Sodium bicarbonate

Room temperature

lo reaction

Pyridine

Room temperature

Ko reaction

w

.....

TABLE II
COJJDJBSlTIOB OF 4-IIETHOXYISOPBTHALlLDBBYDE WITB BITROJiET!WiB (continued)

Catal1sta

!eapera\ure

Products

Pyridine

Reflux in aleoholic solution

Brown polyaer (XVII)

Jletb7lamine

Room temperature

Brown polymer (XVII)

n-But7lall1ne

Boom temperature

Brown poly,aer (XVII)

D-lJIY'lamine

Room teaperature

Brown pol,-r (XVII)

n-A•Jlalline
fr1methylam.1ne

Dark, -5'0

Brown polyaer (XVII)

Boom temperature

Brown pol,-r (XVII)

\Al
I\)

TABLE III

COBDDSATIOI Oi' 4-JIBTBOllISOPBTHALALDEB!DE WITH IITROET.IAIE

OCB3
OCIIO

OCH3
•

CB3C82Jr02

CBO

>

OCB(OB)CB(CB3)IO;?

CB(OB)CB(CB3)B02

(XVIII)
Catal7sts

+

OCH) yB
cll=C11~2

O

QB3

CB=C•Oa
(XIX)

Product•

Teaperature

2~ Sodiua hydroxide solution

Reflux 1n alcoholic solution

lo reaot1on

Sodium methox14e (with hy'd.roquinone)

Rooa temperature

2,4-Bis-(l-hydrox7-2nitroprop71)-an1aole

(XVIII)

Sodium bicarbonate

Roos temperature

lfo reaetton

Pyridine

Room temperature

lo reaction

Pyridine

Retlm: in alcoholic solution

Yellow cryatalsm.p. 1021030. Bot reducible by
catalytic h7drogenation
or chemical reduction.
w

w

TABLB III
CONDEISATIOH OF 4-METROXYISOPBTBALALDEBlllB WITH BITBOB!'BAIK (continued)

Catalysts

Temperature

Pro4ucts

'll'i•thJlalline

Retlux in alcohol1e solution

Yellow cryatalsm.p. 1021030. Bot reducible by
catalJt1c hydrogenation
or chemical reduction.

Jleth7laad.n•

Boom temperature

Brown poly,ur

J1-But7lamtne

Boom temperature

2,4-lis-(2-nitropropenyl-

n-A.mylaatne

Room temperature

2,4-Bia-(2-n1tropropenJl1)-an1aole (XIX)

11-J3ut7laaine

Reflux 1n alcoholic solution

2,4-B1s-(2-nitroprope117l-

l)-an.taole (XIX)

l}-an11ole (XIX) with

pol,..r

w

•

TABLE IV
COJIDBISATION OF 2,5'-DilfETHOll'flRBPBTHALALDBB!DE WITH lfITBOKBTJlllE

OCH)

OCH)
OBC OCDO

+

CB3I~

~

~lfll2C(OB)BCOCB(OB)C&.?JI~

OCH3

0Cll3

(ll)

Catalysts

Temperature

OCH)

+

OilBC=BC

OCB==CBIO2
OCB3
(XXI)

Product•

2Sj Sodium h7droxide solution

-5'0

lo reaction

2~j Sod1wn hydroxide solution

o0

No reaction

21j Sod1wa hydroxide solution

Room temperature

2,5-B1a-(l-hydroxy-2n1troe\byl)-hydroqu1none
dimethyl ether (XX)

Sodium aethox1de (with hydroquinone)

Room temperature

2,S-Bis-(l-hfdroxy-2nitroethyl)-hydroquinone
diaethyl ether (XI.)

Sodium bicarbonate

Boom temperature

lo reaction

Methyl amine

Room temperature

Brown polymer

w

V\

TABLE IV
COIDBNSATIO:tl OF 2, 5-DIDTHOXYTEBEPH!BAf...ALDEHYDE WITH MITROMET!lANE (continued)

Catalysts

Temperature

Products

11-Butylalld.ne

Room teaperature

2,;-B1s-{2-n1troethylene)h74roqu1none dimethyl
ether (lll)

D·AIIJ'laaine

Room temperature

2,5-B1s-(2-nitroethylene)hy'4roqu1none dimethyl
ether (lll)

w

°"

T.ABLE V

CONDENSATION OF 2,5-DIMETBOX!TEB.EPHTB.ALALDEHYDE WITH NITROETBABE
~

-

~

rflailllll....

OCB3

OOB3

OHC

O

CHO f

CB3CB2X02

~

~ (CB3)C=HC OCB=C(CH3 )ll02
oca3

OCB3

(XIII)

Temperature

Product•

Pyridine (with piperidine)

Retlux 1n alcoholic solution

2,5-B1s-(2-nitroprope-nyll)-hydroqu1none dimethyl
ether (XXII)

lletiay'laaine

Boom temperature

2,5'-B1s-(2-n.1tropropen7ll)-hy4roqulnone dimethyl

Catalysts

ether (XXII) tr1th
polJMr

a-Butylam1ne

Booa temperature

2,,-B1s-(2-n1tropropenyl1)-hydroqu1none dimethyl
ether (XXII)

a-Aaylaa1ne

Rooa temperature

2,5-Bis-(2-nltropropenyl1)-hydroquinone dimethyl
ether (llII)

w

~
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a possible general structure (XXIII) tor theae polymeric
substances.

/ii,<cs)uo~

L "'c1129Do~ n
(XXIII)

It is interesting to note that pol71Mtr1 were neither reducible
by catalytic hydrogenation nor by chemical reagents under the

same cond1t1on1 that simple n1tro oompounds are reducible.
In order to isolate the nitro alcohol,a trace ot bydroquinone was added a• a 1tab111zing agent.

Otherw1••, the

product• were converted to the oorresponding nitro oletins
through the

1011

ot a molecule

or

water.

A rather remarkable property ot the two nitro alcohols
••• ob1erYed during the course

or

purittoation.

When the

nitro alcohol••• treated nth saturated sod1wa b1sult1te

solution, it went into solution completely; then, when excess
acid was added, the corresponding d1aldehyde was regenerated.
Moreover, when an alcoholic solution

or

the nitro alcohol was

treated with 2 14-din1trophenylh1draaine, only the h1d.razone

ot the corresponding d1aldehyde was 11olated..

In both cases,

no detectable quantity ot the original nitro alcohol was

obtained after the treataent.

It appears, theretore, that in

aqueous or alcoholic solution the nitro alcohol is present 1n
equilibrium with the corresponding d.ialdehydea

39
u@B(OH)CH(ll)I02] 2 ,

::a..

Ar{CH0)2 .f. 2RCB2I02

{21)

R : B or CB3

Thia interesting equilibrium could be confirmed, in the opinion

or

the writer, by a comparison ot the ultraviolet absorp-

tion spectrum

or

the nitro alcohol in aqueous or alcoholic

solution with that

or

the dialdehyde.

It the equilibrium

does exist, the characteristic absorption curve

or

the alde-

hyde would be observed in the spectrum ot the n1tro alcohol.

D.

!he Condensation

or

Chloromethyl Compounds

with N1troalkanes

This involved direct condensation ot the bis-chlorometeyl compound with a n1troalkane in alcoholic solution with
the aim ot obtaining a saturated nitro-compound which might
1ub1equentl1 be reduced to the amine.

Only one attempt was

made by this method, namely the condensation of 2,4-b1a(chloromethyl)-an11ole with the sodium salt

or

nitroethane.

The anticipated results are summarized by the following

equations a

40

(22)

When the condensation was carried out, a blaok viscous
oil was obtained.

Attempts were made to purity this product

by a vacuum distillation under nitrogen atmosphere, but only

a small amount or slightly yellow liquid was obtained which
solidified upon standing.

Repeated recrystallization or the

yellow liquid rrom ethanol furnished a crystalline substance
which did not contain nitrogen and which was not the starting
bis-chloromethyl compound.

It appears that this compound was

tormed by the decomposition during distillation

or

the con-

densation product, although it could have resulted from the
unreacted 2,4-bis-(chloromethyl)-anisole since such molecules
are known to undergo condensation with each other by the
elimination of hydrogen chloride to torm diphenylmethane
types.

No effort was made to characterize it, and neither

was any ettort made to characterize the tarry residue.
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It was thought that this complication might be avoided by
using d1oxane or n1troethane as the solvent.

However, 1n

both cases the starting material was recovered.
probably due to the insolubility

or

This is

the sodium salt ot

nitroethane 1n these aolvents.
I.

Reduction ot litrilea and litro Oompounda

to 2-AminoethJlbensenes
1.

Ra4µ;1;.100 SlJ: litril•

In the reduction ot 4,5'-bis-(cyanomethyl)-veratrole
(XXIV), Perry74 was able to obtain a 21 per cent yield ot the
4,;-b1s-(2•am1noethyl)-veratrole (XXV) along with a 38 per
cent yield of a lower boiling amine whose anal1111 corre-

sponded to that of two isomeric 1ub1tanoes, a benaazepine
(XXVI) and an aminoh1drinden• (XX.VII).

Th• H1n1berg and

nitrous acid tests which Perry made 1nd1eated
CB300CH2CK
Cllj O

CB2CB

(XXIV)

C1I300CB2.CB2IB2

CBj O

CB2CB2IH2

(XXV)

(74) Perry, Ir!. 1., "!he Srntheai• and Sympathom1aet1c
Activ1tr ot Some 2- and a-B11-(2-am1noeth7l)-bensene1,"
Doctoral Di11ertat1on1 The University ot Tennessee, lno:x:v1lle,
!enneaaee, 1910, p. 8j.
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CH3 OOCH2CH~NH

CH30

CH2CH~

CB3 ooCB~ c::::•B.2
OB30

CB~

CH3

(XXVII)

(XXVI)

that the amine in que1t1on ••• a secondary one and conse-

quently supported the asepine structure postulated by hia.
In order to obtain additional support, the preparation ot

bia-nitrile (XXIV) and its subsequent reduction were repeated
and results timilar to Perry's were obtained.

The total

methylation ot the lower boiling amine was achieved by the
method or Icke, .I! ll..:.,7S and the analya1a for nitrogen was
1n

good agreement with the calculated value tor I-methyl

benzazep:tne (XXVIII).

Thus the analysis 1nd1catea that one

CB300CB2CB2~NCB
CH30
Clf2CI~ 3

(XXVIII)
methyl group was introduced, a. tact which •upports the azepine
(a secondary amine) rather than the hydrindene (a primary
amine).

2.

Re4u9lion 2t litro g911poypd1 .l2 YiAtl
a. B14uct1211 2t i,4-B11-c,-a1tt21ropenzi-,>-1n11q11~

Two methods tor the preparation ot 2,4-b1a-(2-aa1nopropyl)anisole

(XXX)

trom 2 1 4-b1a-(2-n1tropropen7l-l)-ani1ole (XXIX)

(71) Ick!i R. N.i Wi1e1arver, B. B., and Alles, G. A.,
.2.t.L. §rntht•l1, 4-2, 89 c 945').
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were attemptedt

(a) hydrogenation 1n the presence ot Raney

nickel, and (b) reduction by means or lithium aluainum
hydride.
OCH3

0

CJFC(Cl3)I02 -~--

CB=C(CH3)I02

OCH

0

~BaQH(CB3)IH2

CB2CB(CB3)IB2

(XXIX)

(XXX)

The hydrogenation method gave a pro4uot which melted at 133°,
contained baa1e nitrogen., 41d not tor-a an acetyl or ben.1011
derivati've, anct was insoluble in ether.

No turtber character-

1zat1on was made ainoe it was most likely not the desired
product.

In the 11th1wa aluminum hydride reduction, a suit-

able solvent tor the reduction could. not be foun4.

Bther,

dioxane, and tetrahydroturan were tried, but the nitro olefin

was so insoluble in these solvent, that no reduction was
aocompliahed, and in every case 97 to 99 per cent

or

the

starting material was recovered..
Finally a method or reduction waa 4&veloped which gave

an over-all 71el4 ct ;2 per cent

or

the amine.

is illustrated by the following equations:

This method

~3

VCB=C(CH3)lJ02

2,4-B1s-(2-n1tropropenyl-l)an11ole

CB=C(CB3)I02

J

re .,.

HCl

ocs3

2,4-D1aceton1l Anl1ole Oxime

OOB2C(CB3)=IOB

wbioh waa h1drol7a.ed under

the reaotion con41t1on.

CB2C(CB3)-IOB

tOCB3

OCB2COCB3
Cl200CB3

I IB20B•B0l
t laOH

OCB3
OCB2C ( CB3 )=IOB

2,4-1>1aoeton1l Ani1ole Oxime

CB2C ( CH3 )=HOB

B2

J

11

OCH)

0C~CB(C83 )Ill.!

2 1 4•Bl1-(2-am1nopropyl)an:l1ole

CB2CB(CB3)BB2

'b.

Bd!ltt&cm !t i1~-lll1-(i-0&1re;r2unz:1-i>-h1dro-

a»iUAt 4111"'1 4ttalt· The reduction••• aoooapliehed with
29 per oent OYer-all 1teld by the following sequence ot
reaot1oas1

2,S•Bis-(2-nitropropenyl-1)-hydroquinone
J>1meth71 lther

2,J-D1aoeton1l .Bydroquinone D1ae\hyl Bther
Oz1.. which••• h.Jdrolyaed under the reaction
condition

2 1 5'-Diaoetonyl Bydroquinone D1aeth.Jl Bther

2,S-Dlaoeton1l Bydroquin.one Dimethyl lther
Os1me

2,,.-Bi1-(2-ald.Jlopropyl)hy4roqulnone Diaethyl
&ther

o. Bt411\itA it a,,:-i,11-<J.-utro11-2-n1tre1\h1l>hfAtR1ulatA1 ilMSUJ. t~r, 2,5'·11a-(l•hJdrox1-2-a111noethyl)hydroqu1none dimethyl ether baa already been reported b7 Wood
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and

G1~aon76 by the oatalytio hydrogenation ot 2,1-b1s-

(l-hy4roxy-2-nitroethyl)-hyd.roqu1none dimethyl ether under a
pressure ot 3 to 4 atmospheres ot hydrogen with a yield ot

l? per cent based on the corresponding aldeh14e.

We ha'l'e

succeeded in improving the over-all field to 29 par cent b7
high pressure hydrogenation in the presence ot Raney nickel.
The optimum condition• were tound to be hydrogenation at room
temperature with a h74rogen pressure ot 1100 lbs. per sq. in.
along With a earbon dioxide pressure

or

JOO lbs. per aq. in.,

11Y1ng a total pressure ot 1800 lbs. per aq. in.

According

to Hoover and Bas,,7? the preaence ot carbon dioxide inhibited
the tormation ot l•alk1l derivatives.

4.

l$$t1Rid tt4R1\&tnt,

Attempt• 'by oatalytic hy4ro-

cenat1on and by the use ot ehemioal red.ue1ng agents were made
to reduce the compounds which were thought to be polyaer1c

2,4-bis-(2-n1troatll1le11e)-anisole (XVII), 2,,.·'b1s-(2-n1troethylene)-by4roqu1none 41meth7l ether (XXI), and 2,4•b11-

In all cases, no
evidence could be obtained that amines or oxi11e1 had torae4.
(l-h14roz7-2-n1troprop7l)-an11ole (XVIII).

Ot course, the structures ot these aaswaed n1tro-ooapoun4a
have not been tull7 eatabliahed.

The aethod ot preparation

and the nitrogen analyses indicate that the structures
( 76)

'lo~ 1 J. H. , and 01 baon, R. I. , J..t.. .Am..t. ~btPh

bL., 21, 393 (1~9).
C77) Hoover, F.
li, ~06 (194?).

W. , and lass, H. B. ,

L

Qt&.,.

Qbtl n
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proposed are probably correct.

On the other hand, ta11ure to

undergo reduction casts doubt on these conclusions, and

tu.rther work 1• needed to clarity this situation.

r.
Two

Ph111ologloal 1otiv1t7 ot th• lew Amin••

or

the 2-aa1nopropylben1en••, na..11 2,4-bia-

(2-aminopropyl)-an1sole and 2,S-b1s-(2•am1noprop1l)-hydroquinone 41aethyl ether, were submitted to 111 Lilly and

Company tor phar11aoolo11cal teat,.

They were tested in the

tora ot their hyd.roehlorid.e salts.

The results may be

swmaariaed as tollowss

1. A.otiyitY 2t a,!-l1t-(2·tliD2RE9Dlll-an11gl1 R1ht4t9Rblitl4t
The tollolfing 11 quoted trom th• Lilly report,18
Isola.ted guinea pig•, tracheal ob.a1n--l ag. = S
ot epinephrine. In anesthet1sed. oat, 1 •I• 'by vein
ha4 no blood pressure action. Anti1paall0d.ic a.otiv•
tty on 1101ate4 gulnea pig ileum• 0.1- ot that
ct atropine sulfate.

AtJltitz .2t i,~·lt1-(2-,11nearo1rl2-arfr9g91nona D&wt\hz:i
ISJ.l•r RJ.hrfro1ai.2r1A1
2.

The following is quoted trom the Lilly r•port,78 "In
aneathetiaed cat,

1 •I• by vein ha4 no blood pressure action.•

The pharmaoelogiaal teatin.g received br 111 Lilly an4

Company 11 not yet complete.
teats are being made.
(78)

Other possible pharmacological

Pr1Tate co111Junioation1 to Dr. J. H. Wood.
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The cause ot the loss ot syapathom11Ht1c activity by

the introduction ot a second 2-aainoethyl group into the
ben1ene nucleus is not understandable.

Thia author suggests

that further research may be directed along a1Dlilar

compounds

ot tiYe and six membered heteroe7cl1c rings, such as, thiophen•• pyrrol, tbiazole, pyrimidine, and pyridine.

CHAPTER III
EXPIRIJIDTAL
A.
1.

Synthesis or the Chlorometby'l Coapounda

a,•-111-,sl!J.orUfth1ltl-ui12l.1
While the 2,4-b11-(chleroaeth7l)-ani•ole ••• formed

when a mixture ot an.1aole 1.n petrolewa ether with an e.xoe11

ot torulin waa saturated with hydrogen chloride gas, a considerable amount ot p,p•-ctimethox1dlphen7lmethane made the
pur1t1cat1on ot the desired pro4uet ver7 ditticult.

It was

theretore IIUCh more a4Yantageou1 to 1,nthe11ae the b11ohlorometh1l aniaole ,, the 1tepwi1e introduction ot the two
ohloroaetbyl 1roup1 with the 1aolat1on an4 pur1t1oation ot
the intermediate monoohloro11etbyl derivatl••·
a. 2-Chloro•\gz:l an.11ole. 1 A. mixture ot lSO I•

(1.39 moles) ot an11ole, lSO I• (1.7~ moles) ot 3~ per cent
torma.11n, lSO ml. ot petrolewa ether and lS g. ot sine chloride waa placed into an externally cooled, 1-1., threenecked tlaak prov14e4 with stirrer.

A rapid stream ot hydro-

gen chlorid.e gas was introduced with vigorous atirr1nc at a
temperature of between 10 and 1,1>.

after one hour and titteen minutes.
(1)

The reaotlon ••• ,topped

Atter separating the

Quelet, R., and. lllard, J., 111.l,
.

l, 1796 (1936).

Jgjh

!iii•

(5'),

petroleum. ether layer and washing it repeatedlJ with ioe
water, it wa, washed onoe with cold 10 per cent sodium carbonate solution and then twice more with ice water.

The

treatment with 1o41wa carbonate solution wa1 abaolutely
indispensable 1n order to remove the last traoe ot hydrogen
ehloride wh1oh would have e-rentually cauae4 4eoompoa1t1on of
the pro4uot upon 41at1llation.

Furthermore, the d1st1llation

ot monoohloromethyl an1aole was possible only when the pro4uot was washed as described and then dried rapidly over

an.hydrous aod1wa sulfate.

It••• obserYe4 that the product,

atter standing tor twnty tour hour·• over anh.ydrou1 sodium
sulfate, changed into a non-distillabl• 1u'b1tanoe.

On carry-

ing out the precaution, indicated above, the product thus
obtained was subjected to a tract1onal vacuum d11tillat1on.
Tb• portions obtained were•• tollow11

30 g. ot unchanged an11ole, b. P• ,.,...60oC/18

1111.

127 g. ot p-ohloromethJl an1aole (14J),
b.

p.,

-11s-12ooc116 ...

30 I• ot p,p•-diaetboxydiphenylmethane, b.

p.,

191-1,1oe110 ...
It••• not poesible to preserve the an.hydrous f-chlororaethyl anieole at or41nary temperature. At the end ot twent1
toUJ' hours hydrogen chloride twaee were noticeable, and in
the course ot •••eral da11 the product had changed to an

5'1
uncrystall1aable, pa1ty ••••·

The addition ot a tew drops ot

dilute hydrochloric aoid prevented the decomposition.
!be third traotion, which had aol1d1t1ed. on standing,
was recryatalllzed trom petroleum ether.

which melted. at

Sl0

reaulted.

Brilliant leaflets

Thi• air••• with the melting

point ot p,p*-41metboxy41phenylmethane reported bf Quelet and
Allarct.2
I>.

78 I•

(o.,

it4•B11-,1t&J.01:g1t~Jll•Ul19Jrl1

Into a aixture ot
mole) ot \he p-ehloromethyl an1101e, 78 g.

-

(0.9 aole) ot 3S per cent toraalin and 78 g. ot concentrated

hyclroohloric aoicl a rap14 1trea11 ot hydrogen ohlor1de gas•••
1ntroduoed with 1111orou1 stirring.
kept at

so0

The reaction a1xture was

tor tive an4 one-halt hou.ra.

The mixture was

than cooled, whereupon a white, or1stall1n• material separated.

After t1lter1ng 1 waahina with ice water until. the wash water
••• neutral and then drying in air

1••• a

protluot which

weigh•d 93.6 g. (91.4 per cent) and melted at

64°.

One

reor11tall1aat1on from ether gave 6S.6 g. (64 per cent) ot
2,4-b1s-(ohlorometh7l)-an11ole, m. p. 66°.

the reported

melting po1nt3 11 66°.

l,

(2)

Que.let,

1796 (1936).

c;>, l,

a.,

and lllar4,

(3) Quelet 1 R., and Anglade,
2200 c1,J61.

J.,

.II.,

lull,
1»11,

J.QL. gl)11, ( ~),
J.QL.

ghim,

2.

i,4·111-~9l}l9ro1•$bZlJ-tA3,ophenol lt\hrl ltbtar
Although this compound haa been reported by Brunner, 4

speo1t1c details tor its preparation and structural proot
were not included.

The following is an adaptation of

Brunner•, aethod.
A mixture ot 10 g. (0.08 mole) or phenyl methyl thio-

ether, 40 g. (0.47 mole) ot

3,

per cent formalin and 30 g. ot

concentrated hy'drochlor1c aoid was placed in a 100-m1., threeneoke4 tla11c equ1ppe4 w1th a uohan.1oal 1t1rrer.

the tlaak

••• aonnaoted to a water trap in order to d1spoae of exo•••
hydrogen ehloride.

l rapid atreaa

or

hydrogen chloride•••

introduced into the 1tirrecl a1xture tor thirty two hours at
room teaperature.

Atter ooolin1, the white solid which had

separated. was removed by suction tiltration, waahed with ice
water and dried.

(62.~%)

or

By thia .. thod. there••• obtained 11 g.

the crude b11-ohloromethyl derivative, m. p. 44-45"0.

One reor11tall1zat1on trom 07clobuane gave white crystals,
m. p. 46°.

Further recry1tallisat1on tailed to change the
melting point. The reported melting pointS ot th1a coapound
i i 460.
a. 9&141t1oa .2t i114-bj,1-Cabltt2111snr1>-th19pb1n2,
11\J.arl 1th1t, to a 1u1pen11on ot l I• (O.OOS mole) ot the

(4) Brunner, A., U.S. Pat. 1,887,396 (1933).

CS) Brunner, A., 12.L. .Ill.a.

2,4-bis-(chloromethyl)-thiophenol methyl ether in 15 Ill. ot

2S per cent •od1wa hydroxide was added aaturated. potaas1wa
permanganate solution until the pink color ot the permanganate
ion pera1sted.

During th1a operation the temperature was

soo.

maintained at about

!he ungan••• dioxide was re11011ed

b7 tiltrat1on, and solid ao4iwn bi1ultite ••• added to the
actd1t1ed tiltrate to remo•• unreacted permanganate.
cooling, a white solid formed.

A.tter

Pur1tioat1on bf recrystalliza-

tion trom water gave 0.7 I• (63:I) ot 4-methylaultonyliaophthalic acid, m. p. 192-193°.

Ml•·

Calculaied tor

round:

c,sao,sa s,

13.12

s, 13.67

b. g1,,n1• it 4-11\u11u1tton,i1a212D\h1,11 !SW\ ii
iDI. iPdl 4•ql)l.oroifORQSQal1g 1914:s A mixture ot 1 I•
(0.004 mole) ot the 4-methox11u.lton1li1ophthal1o acid and
7 g. (0.034 mole) ot anhydrous phosphorous ~ntaohlor14e was

placed in a •••l•d pyrex class tube ot 17 cm. 111 d1auter and
25' om. in lencth.

A.

rather large tube was neo•asary so aa to

allow ample apace tor the 11berat1on ot oonaiderable amount
ot 1•••• during the reaction.

Such precaution is a4v1aable

since explosions have been experienced in a number ot cases.
The sealed glass tube was then placed inside a steel bomb and

heated to 210-220° tor tive houre.

The sealed tube was

opened carefully atter cooling to room temperature, and the
content was poured 1nto 1oe water.

The product••• an oil.

Atter separating and washing repeatedly with ice water, the
oil was hydrolyzed by boiling water or dilute alkali to an
acid which was purified by reery1tall1sat1on trom water.
There resulted a 17 per oent 71eld
2940.

or

an acid which melted at

Thia corresponded to the reported melting point ot

294.S0 tor 4•ohloro1aophthal1c aoid..6

lt1trll lgJi!lltRi• Calculated tor C3l,04Cl, 100.2
Poun4, 101.0

3. 2,,-11a-(eblorometh7l)--e-xll•n•?
A stream or hydrogen chloride was introduced into a

or

vigorously stirred mixture ot 106 g. (1 mole)

p-x1lene,
ot concentrated. hJd.rochloric acid and 212 I• (2.6 moles)

S30 Ill.
ot 3; per cent tormalin, all in a 2-1., three-necked tlaak at
700, tor a period ot t1tteen hours.

The white, cryatalline

material which torme4 was reaoved by suction tiltration
(71eld

10 a.).

An

additional 212 I• ot toraal1n was added to

tbe mother liquor and the whole was stirred with the continuous introduction ot hydro1en chloride tor another t1tteen
hottrs.

The temperature was maintained at 700.

At the end ot

the seoond period the mixture was cooled and the white, solid
material waa remoTed by suction t1ltrat1on.

(1903).

(6) Ullmann,

r.,

Porty one 1ram1

and Uzbaoblan, J.B.,

IIL., JR, 1799

(7) Thia eoapound ••• previously r!~orted in 7 per
oent yield b1 vonBnun u4 lelles, Ill.,.,~, 1094 (1933).

!he ultin.g point reported was 1330.

ot additional product was thus obtained.

The same process

was repeated tor the third t1me to Jield 24 I• of product.

A

fourth repetition ot the process gave no appreciable amount
ot precipitate.

The mo'ther liquor was poured into a 2-1.

separatory tunnel and extracted three times with 200-ml. portions

or

petroleum ether.

The combined extracts were washed

thoroughly with water and dried over anhydrous macnesium aul•
rate.

Atter filtering, the sol•ent was reaoved by evapora-

tion to leave an oily substance.

Tacuum distillation of the

oil gave 3; g. ot a material which came over between 1030 and
145'° at 14 mm. and consisted mostly ot 11onocbloromethyl-p-

-

xylene which was id.entit1ed by ox141aing with warm, dilute

n1tr1a acid to the known trimellitic acid, m. p. 22;-23J0

(deo.).

A second fraction of 10 g. came over between 15'00
This traction

and 1600 at 14 mm. an4 solidified when cooled.

was comb1ne4 With the crude precipitate, and the whole was
reer11talliaed twice trom petroleum ether, 71elding lll g.

(5'S~) of 2,S'-bis-(ohloromethyl)-f•XJl•ne, white needles,
m. p. 134° (cor.).

Its structure was proved by oxidation in

warm dilute nitric acid to the known pyromellitio acid,
m. p. 276° (deo.).

From the mother liquor a white substance 1lowl1 separated.

Th11 was recr11tallize4 trom petroleum ether to 7ield

1.2 &• ot a oryatall1ne substance,

11.

p. 69-70°.

-

Thia com-

pound was proved to be 2,3-bis-(chlorolYthJl)-p-xylene, an

isomer of the main product, by oxidation with warm dilute
nitric acid to the known prehn1t1c acid, m. p. 238° (dee.).
4.

4,6-111-,9hlor211thrl)-r11ot2in2l Jll111YJil !,:htr
In a number

or

trial runs, a stream ot hydrogen chlo-

ride was paaaed. into a mixtUl'e ot formalin and resorctnol
dimethyl ether 1n carbon disulfide, 41oxane or petroleum
ether as the solvents at temperatures ot 10, o0 , and

-i0 •

The product obtained was invariably a pink colored luap.
this material appeared to be a high molecular wei1ht polymer,
insoluble in ordinary organ.ic solvents, sulfuric acid, nitric

acid, and sodium h7drox14e.

The action ot chloromethyl ether

on resorc1nol dimethyl ether at temperatures ot
- ,0

So, o0 ,

and

in carbon disulticle and in the presence ot stann1o chlo-

ride ga•• a whi.te powd•r which was also insoluble in ordinary

solvents.

No effort was made to characterize these products.

A somewhat unsatistactory procedure to obtain the
desired bis-olll.o:romethyl derivative along With monochloro-

methyl derivative as the hexamethylenetetram1ne aalt was

worked out as follows:

To; g. (0.036 mole) ot resorc1nol dimethyl ether was
added 10 g. (0.124 mole)

stirring.

or

ohlorometh1l ether with vigorous

Attar the reaction mixture had been stirred tor

three minutes at room temperature, 40 ml. ot dry chloroform
containing 17.4 g. (0.124 mole) ot hexamethylenetetramine was

added slowly.
minutes.

A white powder 'began to appear after a few

The st1rr1nc waa continued tor three hours.

Thia

solid 11aterial ••• removed trom the. solution by filtration

and dried aa much as possible by auction, and then dried in

air.

!he product was 'believed to be a aixture ot 1alt1

toraed b7 allot the ohloroaetb.yl compounds existing when the
hex.amethylenetetramine ••• added.

!he initial presence ot

two chloromethyl coapound1 was ver1t1e4 by the isolation ot
4,6-41methoxytsophthalaldehyde and. 2,4·d1aethox7benzaldehyde
rrom the h7drolftic products ot the salt.•

~. ~,4-B&1-(eQ10£g11tJu;l)•1111~zJ.1nt
!be following 1• a aethod de•elope4 b7 Banta and
Dienake.8
l aixtur• ot SO&• (0.417 mole) ot meaitylene (b. p.
163-16~), 2SO ml. ot concentratecl hy4roohlorio acid and
72 ml. (0.834 mole) ot 3S per cent tormalin ••• stirred
rap14ly- at

6S°

in a 1-1., three-necked. fla1k tor 11x hours

while a rapid stream ot h7drocen chloride waa introduced.
Upon cooling, the upper layer became par·tially solid.

!he

mixture was then tranaterred 1nto a separatory tunnel and

•••• S,ntheata ot 4,6-D1aaethox111ophthalaldehyde and
2,4-D1methoxybenaal4ehyde.

(8) Ian.ta,

c;n,.m., Il,

w.

T.

1000 c1936).

a.,

and Dienake, J.

w.,

B.!s.:. SEIY•

5'8
extracted three times with 300-111. portions or ether.

The

ethereal solution was washed twice with water, tben with
10 per cent sod.iwa carbonate solution, and again with water.

It was dr1e4 ov•r calcium chloride.

After eYaporating the

aolv•nt completely, the residue••• d1at1lle4 under reduced
pressure.

at lS

111.,

The tir1t trao·t1on, which came over between 70-90°
weighed 3.0 g. and con•11ted raoatly ot unohanged

11esitylene. The seoond traot1on, b. P• 90-125'0 at
consisted mostly or monoohloromethyl meaitflene.
traction, b. p. 12~-180° at 15'

1111.,

lS mm.,
A

third

consisted aoatlJ or

dichloromethyl mea1t)"lene.
The second traot1on was re41st1lle4 to give pure mono-

ohloroaeth1l ae1itrlene, b. p. 114-115"/10
yield, 6 g. (8.J-).

1111.,

m. p. 37°,

Tb.11 eoapound ••• soluble in or41nar1

organic 1olYent1.

Pu.re l>11-ohlorometh7l me11tylane, •• p. 10,0, yield
6,- C• (72-), wa1 obtained b7 repeated reor71talllzatlon ot
the third traction trom petroleum •ther.

!his compound was

soluble in ethanol, aetbanol and ether but 1li1htl7 soluble

in 0014 petroleu ether.
With ha.lt •• much formalin as indicated above,

L!.L,

one mole ot ll8S1tylene p•r mole ot formaldehyde, and with the

other con41tlens remaining unchanged,

~o

I• ot uaitylene

cave 15' I• ot unchanced •••1 tJlene, 20. 5' g. ( 29-) ot the

aonoohlorometh1l derivative and 13 g. (14.4-) ot the bischloromethyl derivative.

6.

4 1 ~-lts-(ghlgrom,thYl,l•O•UltQI

!he method of von Braun and Nellea9 was tollowed.
A mixture

or

106 g. (1.0 mole) ot 2-x7lene, 440 Ill. of

concentrated hydrochloric acid and 220 ml. (2.6 mole1) ot

35' per cent formalin was 1tirred rapidly at 60-70° in a. 2-1.,
three-necked tlaak while a rapid stream of hydrogen chloride
was introduced tor seven hours.

At the end

or

th11 period,

the mixture was tranaterred to a separatory tunnel and extracted with ether.

!he ethereal solution wa1 washed twice

with water, then with 10 per oent 1041wa carbonate, and again
with water.

The solution••• then dried oyer anh7drous ma1-

ne11wa 1ultate, and the ether aol•ent ••• remo•e4 b1 evaporation.

An

oil was obtained.

This oil wa1 aubJected to a

fractional vacuum 41at1llat1on.

The tirat traction ot 98 g.

caae over between 100-1200 at 14 mm.. (largel1 between 110-114°)
and con111ted ao1tl7 ot monochloroaeth7l·a-x7lene which was
1dent1t1ed by oxidation with warm, 41lute nitric acid to the
known tr1mellit1c acid, m. p. 22;-235"' (dee.).

A second

traction ot 9~ g. came over between 141-1800 at 14

1111.

(largely at 160°) and mostly aol1d1t1ed on atan41ng.

The oil

wa, removed troa the solid pha1e •• much as po11ible by
absorbing it with t11ter paper.

(1933).

(9)

von Braun,

J.,

The 10114 aaterial thu1

and. lelles,

J.,

11.t.&., Q.Z, 1094
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obtained melted at 98-101°.

Reorrstall1sat1on trom petroleum

ether ga'fe 87 g. (43~) ot a white crystalline solid, m. p.
!he reported lll8lt1ng po1ntl0 of this compound is

105-106°.
1069 •
1.

2.~-P11-<9hlor911\hrll-hz:\lreau1rum, 121uth11 i'ln•r
This preparation wa1 oarr1e4 out aceor41ng to Brunner•sll

method tor the chlorometh1lat1on ot aromatic compounds.
To a stirred eolution ot 103 I• (0.7,. mole) ot hydroquinone 41aethyl ether, 600 ml. ot d1oxane and 100 ml. ot
conc•ntrate4 h1drocblor1c acid was added 170 ml. (2 moles) ot

35' per oent toraalin.

A vigorous 1tream ot h7drogen chloride

was passed tbrot11h the solution tor three ho\11'1.

The solu-

tion was cont1nuousl1 stirred during this operation.

Atter

cooling, the solid material was removed by t11trat1on and
allowed to dry as much as poaaible.

or

trom ao•tone gave 13? g.

One recryatall1zat1on

white, crystalline material,

m. P• 163-16S°. Further pur1t1oat1on raised the melting
point to 167.~ (reported•· p. 165'°).

(62-).

!his coapoun.4 on oxidation in alkaline permanganate

aolutton

(1933).

The yield was 108 g.

gave

the known 2 1 S-41methoX7terephtbal1c acid.

J.,

(10)

•on Braun,

(11)

Brunner, 1.,

and Nelles, J., 11£.s.,

u.s.

22,

Pat. 1,887,396 (1933).

1094
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8. 2-x111i1n1 D1broa1de
The method

or w.

H. Perk1nl2 was followed.

Fifty grams (0.47 mole) of pure 2-xylene was placed in
a

,oo-mi.,

two-necked flask.

l dropping runnel was attached

to one neck, and to the other was attached an 18-inch Vigreux
column which terminated with a long reflux condenser.
temperature was carefully raised to 12;-1300 by means

The

or

an

oil bath, and bromine, 160 g. (l mole), was allowed to drop
in very slowly through a dropping funnel.

Hydrogen bromide

was rapidly evolved, but the liquid remained almost colorless
until the end

or

the operation, when it usuall7 assumed a

slightly brownish tint.

It was necessary to add bromine very

slowly, otherwise the reaction became too violent.

It was

also important to keep the temperature ot the oil bath between
125 and 1300, and then the resulting product was almost colorless.

A.s soon as the reaction was over, the resulting crude

dibromide was poured into a small beaker, the beaker was
covered with a watch-glass, and the whole was allowed to stand

tor twenty tour hours.

or

The product had solidified to a cake

crystals at the end of this period.

These crystals were

washed with chloroform and then recrystallized trom this

solvent, yield 36 g. (29%), m. p. 93°.
point13 is 93°.

(12)

Perkin, W. H., l!. Chem 1

(13)

Perkin, W. H.,

The reported melting

~'

~ ~

.ll,

~

(1888).
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B.

Synthesis ot Aromatic D1aldehy4es by the

Sommelet Reaction
1.

4-1tih211119phtbal1ldtDXdt
A mixture

ot 25 g. (0.122 mole) ot 2,4-b11-(chloro-

meth7l)-aniaole and 34 g. (0.244 mole)

or

hexamethylenetetra-

mine in 2;0 ml. ot dr1 chloroform was placed in a 1-1. 1 three-

necked flask equipped with a 118Chan1oal stirrer and a reflux
condenser.

The mixture was simultaneouslr stirred and heated

sutt1e1ently to maintain boiling tor a period ot tour hour,.
A white solid precipitated.

The mixture was then allowed to

cool to room temperature, and the solvent was removed trom
the solid as much as possible b7 auction filtration.

The

solid was tranaterred to an evaporating dish and dried by a
current

or

air.

The precipitate, in the torm

divided, white powder, amounted to

19

or

g. (100-).

t1nely

!he powder

was dissolved in 5'00 ml. ot water and placed in a l-l.,
three-necked tlask equ1pp•d with a condenser and a mechanical
Atter ad.ding 20 ml. ot 3~ per cent formalin, the

stirrer.

mixture was refluxed tor tour hours.

l clear aolut1on re-

sulted atter the first two hour, but gradually changed to a
light yellow color.

The solution was filtered while hot to

remoYe traces ot a re1inou1 su'bstanoe tormed during the
reaction.
rated..

Upon cooling, slightly yellowish cr7atal1 sepa-

These were removed by t1ltrat1on an4 washed with

63
water.

One crystallization from 60 per cent ethanol accom•

panied by treatment with lorite gave 12.6 g. (63~) of
4-methoxyiaophthalaldehyde as white needles, m. p. 119-120°.

&l)al. Calculated tor c,aao31 c, 6S.8S, B, 4.88
Pounds c, 6~.8~, 6S.90
H, 4.83, 4.88
Alkaline oxidation ot the 4-metboxyisopbthalaldehyde by 1 per

cent pota111um permanganate aolut1on gave 4-methoxy1sophthalio
acid,•· p. 27,0.

While the reported •lting po1ntl4 is 2610,

there oan be little doubt that the compound obtained wa1 the
4-aethox711ophtba11c acid.

That 11, the starting compound

was known to be the corresponding 2,4-b1s-(chlorometh7l)-

an1aole, the analytical data on the aldehyde obtained checked
the theoretical value, and the neutral equivalent on the
oxidation product agreed with the calculated va.lue.

Whether

the reported melting point was corrected or not, the writer
haa no mean• ot knowing.

l1utrai Jqu111i1n,- Calculated. tor C9He01: 98
Pounds

98, 97

!he 4•1H\hox111ophthalaldeh7de was also prepared with-

out 11olatin1 the intermediate 1alt.
A mixture ot

21

The procedure follows.

g. (0.122 aole) or 2,4-b1s-(chloro-

••thJl)-an11ole and 34 ,. (0.244 mole) ot hexamethylanetetraaine

(14)

Jacobsen,

o.,

Bl.£..s., 11, 898 (1879).

in 5'00 ml.

or

60 per cent ethanol containing 20 ml.

or

3S per

cent tormalin was placed in a 1-1., three-necked flask equipped
with a mechanical stirrer and a retlux condenser.

The mixture

was heated to boiling and 11a1nta1ned. at the boiling temperature tor tour hours.

The solution was then tilte:red while

hot to remove traces ot reainons material.

lowi1h cr:,atal1 separated.

On cooling, 1•l-

Th••• were colleot-4 on a tilter

and then heated with excess saturated sodium bisultite solution on a ateaa oone.

Thus the aldehyde torae4 an addition

aalt and di11olved while the non-al4ebyde 1ubatance1 remained

undiaaolved.

The llixture was filtered while hot.

The t11·

trate ••• then warmed. on a stea11 plate in a hood, and autticient oonoentrated bydroohlor1c acid was added with stirring
to decompose the biaultite aalt.

1111..tiatel7.
hour.

White needles separated

!he mixture••• kept on the steam plate tor an

The or11tal1 were then reao•ed by t1ltrat1on, washed.

with water until the wash·water was neutral, and. then dried
1n a vaouU11 desiccator.

11nety-two 1rama (46j) ot 4-methoxy-

isophthalaldehyde aa white needle•, m. p. 119-120°, was thua
obtained.
2.

4-n+ionY11J.t12pht9al1li1bX41
Twenty-aeven grams (0.122 mole) ot 2,4-bis-(chloro-

m•thyl)-thiophenol methyl ether was d1sso1Ye4 1n 25'0 ml. ot
dry chloroform 1n a 1-1., three-necked tlask titted with a

con4en1er and a meohanical stirrer.

The condenser outlet was

6;
protected trom moisture by attaching a calcium chloride drying tube.

The mixture was heated with stirring to boiling.

To the boiling solution was added 34 g. (0.244 mole) ot bexamethylanetetralline 1n tour portions at t1tteen minute inter-

vals.

Thereafter, the aixture ••• uintained at the retlux

temperature tor tour hours.

At the end ot this period, the

mixture was cooled to room temperature, and the solid wa1
remoTed by 1uot1on filtration.

The solid was transferred to

a vaouwa de11ccator and dried over anhydrous oalciwn chloride.
!he dried 1ample weighed

16

I• (92j).

The a441t1on aalt was

h11ro1copic 1n nature and poaseaaed a 1lightl1 yellowish color.
'l'trenty-three grams ot the dried addition salt••• dia1olved
in 200 Ill. ot water and heated under retlux tor tour hours in
a 5'00-111., three•neoked tlaak equipped with a condenser and a

aechanical atirrer.

At the end

or

four hours, the solution

waa tiltered wh1l• hot to remove some black tar formed dur1n&
the reaction.

Upon cool1n1 the tiltrate 1n an ice-bath, yel-

low needles separated.

The solid was removed by auction

filtration an4 waahe4 with cold water.
crude pr·oduot was 2.1 g., m. p. 116°.

The yield ot the
One recrystallization

troa 60 per cent alcohol cave 1.8 g. (21~)

or

4-thio.. thyl1aophthalal4ehyde, m. p. 118°.

Au)., Calculated tor C9ll802S1
round, a, 17.30

s, 17.77

pure

66
The 2,4-4in1trophenflhyd.rasone was prepared 1n the usual way,
m. p. 295'°.

&Dtl, Calculated tor 021B1608K21 B, 20.86
Pound,

N, 20. 5'6

Por additional ••idenoe in support

structure tor this al4eh14•, •••

page

or

the assigned

12 on the structure ot

2,4-bia-(ohloromethyl)-thiophenol methyl ether.

3. 4,2-Rt11:th2xx1101h,b1i1it1srA•

and

2,4-P11!Y:io11-1n1al4•hf4•

&11 atteapts to isolate the neoessary 4,6-bis-(chlorc-

aethyl)-resorc1nol dimeth7l ether b7 the chlorom.ethylation ot
reacroinol dimethyl ether led to high molecular weight compounds which were insoluble in ord1nar1 organic solvents,
sulfuric acid, nitric ac14, and concentrated alkali.

The

tollowing represents a method of obtaining a small portion ot
the 4,6-bia-(chloromethylat1on)-resoroinol dimethyl ether
with larger portion

or

p-ohloroaethyl resorcinol dimethyl
ether as the hexam.ethylenetetramine aalts. The salt1 were
then convered to corresponding aldeh7de1.
To~ I• (0.036 mole) of resoro1nol dimethyl ether was

a44ed. 10 I• (0.124 mole) of ohloromethyl ether in a 210-111.,
three-neoked tlaak equipped with a mechanical stirrer and surrounded by a water bath.

After the reaction mixture had been

stirred. tor three ainutea at room temperature, 40 ml. ot dry
chloroform containing 17.4 g. (0.124 mole) ot hexamethylenetetramine was added with vi1orou1 1t1rr1ng.

White, 10114
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material began to separate immediately, and thus all the
chloromethyl compounds 1nclu.d111g the unchanged chloromethyl
ether were precipitated as the addition salts.

The mixture

waa stirred tor three hours at room temperature, and the
sol14 was then removed by suction filtration.

The precipi-

tate was tran•terred to an ••aporating 411h and dried with a
current ot air.

The mixture ot addition salt was then dis-

solved in 100 ml.

or

water and placed 1n a 2so-m1 •• three•

necked tlaak with a mechanical stirrer and a retlux condenser.

fhe mixture was retluxed with stirring tor tour hours and then
til tered while hot t.o remove a trace
On

ot resinous material.

cooling to room temperature. light yellowish needles 1epa-

rated.

These were removed by filtration, the mother liquor

waa saTed for the next operation, and the solid was crystal-

lized trom hot water.

A yield ot one-halt gram or

4,6-d1methoxy1aophthalaldehyde, m. p. 204°, was obtained..

Anllt Calculated. tor C10B1004t
Pound,

c,

61.84, H, ~.19

C, 61.98, H, ;.28

1lkal1ne oxidation

or

the dialdehyde by 5 per

cant potas1i1111 permanganate 1olut1on gave the known
4 1 6-41methox111ophthalic ao1d, •· p. 26~.

(1u~ral l9RiDJ.tlll• Calculated tor C10B1006: 113
round:

116

The mother liquor was evaporated to about 40 al. on a
hot plate.

On

cooling in an ice-bath, white needles separated.
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Th••• were removed and dried, s. p. 66°.

One cr7stall1zat1on

ot the crude material trom 60 per cent alcohol

gave

2.; C•

(42!&) ot 2 1 4--diaethoxy'bennldehyd.e, m. p. 67•68°.

loll,

Oaloulate4 tor C9B10031

round,

c, 6~.oo,

c, 6S.OO,

B, 6.03

B, s.92

The 2,4-din1trophenylhydrasone ••• prepared in the usual

aanner, m. p. 216-2~7°.

Anal,

Calculated tor C1sB1406l41
Pounda

4.

N, 16.18

1, 16.48

2,1-P11tthf'.L~ltlPiShfl114tbl4t
The general method of t1rat iaolating the addition

salt ot the oorre1pon41ng bis-chloromethyl compound and hexamethylenetetramine before hydrolysis to the aldehyde was not
satisfactory in tbi1 ca1e because ot the hygroacopic nature

ot the salt. During it1 torraat1on it absorbed oons14erable
amount ot aot1tur• and fielded a 111•-llke material whicb made

the stirring very dltf1oult and which was otberw11e d1tt1cult
to handle.

The following 1• a method. tor the tormation ot

the salt and 1ta aiaultaneoua hydrolysis to the aldehyde.
To a aolution containing SI• (0.02~ aole) ot 2,~·bis-

(ohloromethyl)-p-xylen.e in 100 al. ot 60 per cent ethanol in

-

a 25'0-ml., three-necked tlaak equipped with a retlu condenser
and a meohanical stirrer was added gradually 7 g.

(o.os

mole)

ot bexaaeth7lenetetraa1ne. During the a4d.1t1cn, the solution
••• heated suttie1entl7 to maintain gentle retlux1n1 while
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being stirred.

The retluing and stirring were continued tor

eighteen hours.

Upon cooling 1n an ice-bath, white needles

separated.

!he 10114 ••• removed by tiltration and dried in

a 'faOttWll cle1iooator.

The weight ot the dry material was

One crrstal11,sat1on ot the orud.e product trom 60 per

1.84 I•

1••• 1.s g.

(38-) ot 2,S-d1methJlterephthalaldebyde, •• p. 102-103°, 1n the tor• ot white needles.
cent alcohol

Anal,

Calculated tor C1oH1o02r

Poun.4,

c,

74.07, H, 6.17

c, 74.41, H, 6.11

The phenylhyd.raaone was pPepared in the usual

war,

m. P• 232°.

Antl,

Calculated tor C22B22B4:
Founds

c.
1.

H,

R, 16.37

16.29

ibnorul 801111Nlet l\eaotion1

er1a1ra1;11a

Jt i-Bzdr21z:-9-n1\ro1?tn1•ldt!U:d1
To 4.7 I• (0.021 mole) ot 2-chloromethyl-)-hydrox1-

At\t11b4

n1troben1ene, prepared by the method

or

Buehler, Deebel, and

Evan•, 15' in 5'0 111. ot dry chloroform was ad.d.ed 3. 5' g. ( o. 02;

mole) ot bexa•thylenetetraaine.

Th• mixture••• retluxed

with a\1rr1ag tor a period. ot tour houra.

4 white 10114

began to appear after one hour and the amount gradually

(1~) Buehler, o. l. 1 Deebel, G.
LA. Rt.l.&, Qbtltt ~I 21b (1941}.

r.,

and Evans, R.,
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increased thereafter.

!he solid was removed by suction t11-

trat1on and dried in air.
It was dissolved 1n

;o

The sample weighed 7.3 g. (89%}.

ml. of water to which~ ml. ot 3S per

cent torm.alin was added, and the solution wa1 then retluxed
tor tour hours.
filtration.

The precipitate which formed was removed b7

One crystallization trom 9~ per cent ethanol

resulted. in 3.1 g. ('17~ based on the chlorometh7l compound
and 87~ ba•e4 on the hexam1ne salt) ot a compound belieYed to
be b1s-(2-h)'droxr-6-n1trobenz7l)-aa1ne.

The solid cave the

H1n1ber1 secondary amine teat.

Anal,

Calculated tor C14B1306l31
Po\Ul4t

I, 13.48 1

I, 13.48

13.10

Bo further attempt••• aa4e to aupport th• propoaed

atruoture since it was clearly shown that no detectable quantity ot the expected aldeh7de had resulted.

2. At~em12:tfK\ fr1p1r1tio119l. flltblltUtbXGt
Twent7 six grams (0.10 mole) of .2.-x1l7lene 41brom14e
was d1sso1Te4 in 200 ml. of

dry

chlorotorm in a

;oo-m1.,

three-necked tlaak equipped. with a mechanical stirrer and a
reflux condenser.

To the solution at the boiling temperature

was added 28 g. (0.20 mole)

or

hexametbylenetetramine.

mixture was refluxed with stirring tor tour hours.

This

During

this time the clear solution chanced to a dark brown color,
and a

white precipitate toraed.

The mixture was then cooled
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to room temperature, and the solid material was removed by

The air-dried ealt weighed 54 g. (1~).

suction filtration.

a.

JmltQlft&I !ll.b

•1ttr,

Twenty grams ot the dr1

salt was dissolved in 110 ml. ot water to which 5 ml. ot

35' per cent tormal1n was added.

tor tour hours.

The solution was refluxed

&tter eooling, the mizture waa acidified

with hydrochloric ao1d and extracted with ether to remove the
non-basic substance.

!he ether extract was dried over anhy-

drous magnesium aultate.

Atter t1lter1nc, the solvent was

removed by eYaporat1on to leave a brown, v11oou1 011.
deoompo1e4 when a Yaouua 411ttllation ••• attempted.

further attempt••• made to identity the aaterial.

Thia
lo

!he aque-

ous layer••• aade alkaline and the precipitate which torme4
was removed by utraot1n1 with ether.

dried oTer anh7drous aagnesiwa aultate.

fhe ether extract waa

A current ot dry

hydrogen chloride 1•• ••• pasaed into the solution, resulting

in the tor111.t1on ot a white 10114. !his wa1 reaove4 and
dried in a vaouwa 4••1coator.

The 10114 (4 g.) ••• hygro-

scopic, melted. at 2~2° (dee.), eonta1ne4 nitrogen, and was
1oluble in water.

When boiled in absolute alcohol, white

nee41ea, aelt1ng point 15'5'°, separated on cooling.

81noe the

object or this work was to obtain the aldehyde, no etrort was
made to elucidate the structures ot these nitrogenous compound• be7ond noting that th•ir properties indicated that they

were amines.
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b.

Bxdrolf!i! with agid.

was dissolved in 150 ml.

or

or

Twenty grams

dry salt

water which contained 60 ml. ot

concentrated hydrochloric acid.

Although a white, solid

material began to precipitate after two hours

or

refluxing,

the solution was refluxed tor ten hours with stirring.

After

cooling to room temperature, the solid was filtered and washed
thoroughly with water.

Two recrystallizations from boiling

water gave 4.2 g. {55%) of white, crystalline 2-xylylene
d1am1ne d1hydrochlor1de, m. p. 27;0 (dee.).

Anal.

Calculated for CaH14Cl2N21

Found:

N, 13.39

N, 13.35, 13.40

The dihydrochloride when boiled in alcohol changed to
a crystalline substance which melted at 1750 (dee.).

These

substances were not further investigated tor the reasons
given above.

3.

AtttmR:tttit

Preparation .2t l,3,2-Ir1meth:rl11ophtbalaldehYd1

Thirty tour grams (0.244 mole) of hexamethylenetetramine was added to a solution ot 26 g. (0.122 mole) ot 2,4-bis-

(chloromethyl)-mes1tylene in 2;0 c.c. ot dry chloroform.

The

mixture was refluxed tor four hours with stirring in a ;00-111.,
three-necked flask equipped with a mechanical stirrer and

reflux condenser.
A white powder appeared after one-halt hour refluxing,

and the amount increased

gradually. After the mixture re-

fluxed for tour hours, it was cooled to room temperature, and
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the salt waa removed b7 filtration.

The air-dried sample

weighed 60 g. (10~).

a.

BHE9lllil KUi nit£• A aolution ot 10

g. ot the

salt in 100 ml. ot water containing 3 ml. ot 31 per cent
tormalin was refluxed tor tour hours, during whioh time the
white 10114 ••parated.

The solid, oolleeted on tilter paper

and. dr1e4, wei1hed 2.8 g.

It••• insoluble in chloroform,

carbontetraohloride, ethanol, methanol, ethyl acetate, acetone,

ether, benaene, and 1tron1 alkaline 1olution but was eaa1lf
d1saolve4 1n acid solution.
was po11t1•••

The elementary test tor nitrogen

The aoapowid appeared to be a basic, nitrogen-

ous aubatanoe ot high molecular weight.

Such a 1ub1tanoe was

possible through a poly condensation reaction between b1a(2•allinoaethyl)•mea1tyl•n• and tormal4ehyde.

lo 1n41cat1on

ot the formation ot an aldehyde wa1 obtained.
b.

BXArtl11i1 !llb acid, l 1olution ot 30

g. ot the

salt in lSO Ill. ot water was placecl in a 210-111., threenecked tla1k tc which 60 Ill. ot conoentratecl hJd.roehloric
ao14 was ad4e4.

The solution was refluxed tor tour hours.

Atter cooling to rooa temperature, the 1olution was neutralised with 2S per cent ao41wa hydroxide solution.

The 0111

auhatano• which separated••• reaoved and thorou1bly washed
with water.

!he oil was then subjected to a Tacuwa distilla-

tion, a process which brought about 1ts decomposition.
further ettort ••• made to purity the substance.

The

lo
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Hinaberg test 1n41cate4 that the oil was a primary amine.
The d1hydrochlor1de was made 1n the usual aanner by passing
h7drocen chloride into the ethereal solution.

The salt•••

ver7 h7gro1copic, and the anal1111 d.1d not agree with th•

calculated values tor bis-(2-am1noaeth7l)-me11tylene

ct1hrdrochlor14e.

Anal, Caleulate4 tor C11B2ol2Cl21 11, 11.11
roundr

Spee1al drying to oonatant weight at

aoo vaouum.

Losa ot we11ht1
Loss ot weights
4.

Att1uiu

3.~ litrogen 4.1S
3.~~ Nitrogen 4.7;

rr,e1r1t12n It. i,4,6-tt,uthYllttn111c11hr41

t1t1,tfl1n1tlGtkl!lt~
To a aolution ot 95' &• (0.165' mole) ot aonochlorometh11.. 11t7lene and 11.

or

4ry ohlorotorm 1n a 2~1., three-

necked tlaalt equipped with a retlux conden1er and a mechan-

ical stirrer waa added 79 g. (0.5'65' mole) ot hexaMth7lenetetrallin•.

Th• mixture was retluxed tor a period ot four

hours with stirring.

fhe salt "gan to separate•• a white

powder atter a halt-hour ot retlus1n1, and the amount steadily
increased.

!he aizture ••• oooled. to room temperature, and

the aol14 material••• reao•ed by t1ltrat1on.

The a1r-4r1etl

sample weighed 167 I• (lOOj).

Jlrtr917111 !.Ull 11S1r, !o 30 I• ot the aalt d1aeolve4 in 300 111. ot water was a44e4 ~ Ill. ot 3~ per oent
a.

tor111111n.

The llixture was refluxed tor t1tteen hours.

On

7'5
cooling to room temperature, white crystals formed.
removed by t1ltrat1on.
d1am1ne, m. P• 15'2°.

9;

One cr71talliza\ion from

alcohol gaTe 30 g. (100-)

or

This was
per cent

N,N'-41-o<2-1sodurylmethane-

The reported melting po1ntl6 Wal 15'2°.

J!J:4t9ll111 l!1lA 1114• A solution ot 31 g. ot aalt,
400 ml. ot ethanol and 60 ml. ot concentrated hyd.roohloric
b.

acid was placed 1n an evaporating dish and evaporated almost
to dryness on a steam cone.

During the beginning

,oo ml. or ethanol

and 60 111.

or

heating;

Thi1 process ot

on the steam cone, a white solid formed.
adding

or

concentrated hydro-

chlor1c acid and evaporating to dryness was repeated a second
time.

The solid was allowed to cool to room temperature and

washed thoroughly with 400 ml. ot cold water to remo•• the
ammonium chloride tormed d.ur1n1 the reaction.

then tranaterr.4 into a beaker, and an

!he solid was

exo••• ot 2~ per cent

sod.tu hydroxide solution was added until the solution was
1tPongl7 alkaline.

The mixture was then extracted With 300 Ill.

ot ethe:r, and the ether extract was dried over anhydrous magnesium aultate.

Atter removing the spent magnesium sultate

by filtration, the solvent was removed by evaporation.

white solid resulted.
ethanol gave 8.2 g.
(16)

One orystall1za.t1on trom absolute

(;;J)

ru1on1 R.

imtt., .Ql, 6S4

(1941).

A

c.,

or o<2-1aodurylam1ne 1
and Denton, J.

J.,

11.

la,.

p. 104-105'0.

.61.L Qh1m,
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The hydrochloride was prepared by adding concentrated hydrochloric acid to an aqueous suspension of the tree amine.

One

crystallization from hot water gave nice, white needles which
melted at 31;0 with decomposition to a black tar.

The

reported melting point17 is 31~ with decomposition.

,. 4tt1smt1A Ptepara~1gn 2.t 2,4,9-Trtmeth1\b9pzaldthfdt
(Mt11t111n11ldtb,Yd1) Sllroucb §uppg11d N-M1tblltnt-2,41§~
$timt$h11~1n1x1,11at. ~~-Mttbrlt!ll-o< 2 -11o~»rxt1•tn1~
a.

H7drolt111 !!!!b actd. Three grams

(.02 mole) of

purified o<...2-isodurylamine was suspended 1n 30 ml.
to which 2.2 ml. (0.02 mole)
added.

or 3;

or

water

per cent formalin was

The mixture was warmed on a steam bath tor ten

minutes, ~tter which an excess of concentrated hydrochloric
acid was added.

After refluxing for ten minutes, 3 g. of

hexamethylenetetramine dissolved in a small amount of warm

water was added, and the mixture was refluxed tor another
hour.

After cooling to room temperature, the solid which had

tormed was removed b1 filtration.

This solid was digested

with 200 ml. ot boiling water tor a few minutes, and the mixture was then filtered while hot.
gave 1.9 g.

or o<..2-isodurylamine

The filtrate, on cooling,
hydrochloride.

The solid

which did not dissolve in the water was recrystallized from
absolute alcohol.

One gram

(17) Fuson, R.
~ . ~' 65'4 (1941).

c.,

or

white needles, m. p. 15'1°,

and Denton, J.

J.,

li_

Alu. Cbt!I.:..
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was obtained.

This compound was 1,x•-d1-o<2-1sodurylmethane-

d1am1ne.l8

added.

H,nlrplr1i1

~

IISIE• Three grama (0.02 mole) ot
purified. o< 2-1soc1ur1lam1ne was di ssol vecl in 70 Ill. ot absolute
ethanol, and 2.2 al. (0.02 mole) or 3S per cent formalin was
b.

The 1olution waa refluxed on a at••• cone tor a period

ot seven houri. On cool1n1, white crratala separated. These
were remoYed and recr11tall1ae4 three times from absolute
aloohol to cive a 10114 melting at 1;1°.

Th1s substance was

1,1•-•1-o<2-1aodur71aethane41am1ne.19
c.

Drgrol1111

111A bat•,

One and one-halt graas

(0.01 mole) ot puritied. o<.2-11oclur7lamine wa1 dlsaolved in

3; 111. ot absolute ethanol, and l ml. ot concentrated. ammonium
hydroxide and 1.1 ml. (O.Ol mole) ot 3S per cent formalin

were added.

The solution was retluxed tor twelve hours,

cooling, white cr11tals toraed.

On

Three reor11talli1ation1

from ab1olute ethanol 71el4ed a 10114 melting at 1,i0 •

This

••• 1,x•-41-o<2•11odur1laethane41am.1ne.

4. ldr11,,111D :11tkix 1114is 1oi1t101nsa.11.11u111

at t1r111«1ndt1 To ,.0 111. ot

water was adde4 1.86 I• (0.01

aole) ot o(2-11o4ur1laalne hfdroehlor14e.

hea,et until the aolid d1sao1Ye4.

To the refluxing solution,

(18) ruaonl R. C., and Denton, J.
.bl.a., ~' 65'4 (194 ) •

(19)

ruaon,

a. c.,

The mixture waa

an4 Denton, J.

J.,

i.J,. AL. kll!I,

J.,

~

.911.t.
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100 ml. ot 3; per eent tormal1n was added, and retlux.1ng was
continued tor twelve hours.

Three grams ot hexamethylene-

tetram1ne dissolved in a small amount ot water was added., and
the mixture was then retluxed tor another twelYe hours.

The

cooled solution was then extracted. with ether, and the ether
extract was dried over anhydrous magnesium sultate.

The ether

was evaporated on a eteam cone, leaving a yellowish 011 as a
rea1due.

!hia oil••• 41at1lled at atmoapherio pre11ure, and

the traetion boiling between 231 to 240• was collected.

This

traction proved to be the aldehyde, a colorless oil, and
weighed

0.7 g. (4~). Th11 stncture was proved as tollow11
An

alcoholic aolution containing the aldehyde waa

mixed with an aqueoua 1olution

Atter a441ng

1.

or

hydroxylam1ne hydrochloride.

suttieient amount ot 21 per cent sodium hydrox-

ide solution to ren.4er the mixture just basic,

it•••

retluxe4

tor tive minutes, and a autt1a1ent amount ot dilute hydrochloric acid was then added to make the solution just weakly
ac141c (the same re•ult1111&7 be aehieved by pa1s1n1 in carbon
dioxide).

lice, white needles separated.

A.tter cooling in

the 1oe-box, the ox1ae ••• removed by filtration and washed

with cold water.

Pive recr11tall1sat1on1 trom ether gave the

pure oxiae, •· p. 122-1240.

The reported melting point20 11

1240.

(20)

Bantz1ch, A., and Luoaa, A., 111£.s.,

a§, 746 (1891).

19
D.

!he Condeneation ot 11troethane and litroaetbane

with 4-.lethox7isophthalald.eh7de and the Subsequent
Reduction to Porm B1s-(2-am1noeth7l)-benaenea

1.

2,4-1Jl•-<i-n!t;ro»t2Rtnt&-l)•Uil91t
Six and one-halt grams (0.04 mole) ot 4-methoxy110-

phthalal4ehyde, 6.00 g. (0.08 mole) of nitroethane, 2 ml. ot
a-butylaaine• and 2~ al. ot abaolut• ethanol were mixed with
vigorous shaking tor tive minutes.
solution resulted.

A.

During this time a clear

7ellow preoipita\e started. to appear

atter two da71, and the aaount had inereased by the end ot
another day.

tered.

!he mixture waa cooled 111 an 1oe-'bath and fil-

The 1011c1 aater1al was waahe4 with aaturate4 ao41um

biaultite 1olution to remoTe the unchanged aldehyde and then

washed thoroughly with a lar1e amount ot water and cold.
methanol.

The dried sample weighed

7.1

g. and aelted at 139°.

Three reory1talli1at1on1 trom benaene cave 6.9 I• (62-) ot
bright 7ellow crystal•, melting at 140•14o.s0 •

&Dl4•

Calculated tor C13B140S1f21

1, 10.07

Pound: 1, 9.88, 9.88
2.

a1•-p1,,,s,ax1 &n1,,1,
!o a at1rre4 aizture or 13.~ g. (0.048 mole) ot

2 1 4-b11-(2•n1tropropen1l-l)-aniaole, 40 g.

••1

or

iron tiling•

•a·A•1lalline
be substituted tor a-butylaaine with
••••nt1ally the•••• r••ult.

80
(40-mesh), 100 ml.
and 0.2 g.

or

or

water, 100 ml.

or 95

per cent ethanol

ferric chloride, all in a ~00-ml. three-necked

flask, was added, at the reflux temperature and over an eighthour period, 20 ml. of concentrated hydrochloric acid.

or

the end

At

this period, the mixture was filtered while hot,

and most of the solvent was removed by evaporation on a steam
cone.

A wine-red oil separated.

three 150-ml. portions

or

The oil was extracted with

ether.

The combined ether extracts

were washed three times with ~0-ml. portions
dried over anhydrous magnesium sulfate.
by evaporation, and the residual oil

tional vacuum distillation.

or

water and then

The ether was removed

was subjected to frac-

A slightly yellowish oil which

came over at 160-163°/c mm. was collected.

Yield,

8.o

g.

(75. ,%>.
Anal.

Calculated tor C13H1603:

Found:

c,

c, 70.88, H, 7.32

70.80, H, 7.46

The 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazone was prepared 1n the

usual way, m. p. 65-7? 0 •

3.

2 14-D!acetonxl An1@9l!

D1ol!me

Eight grams (0.036 mole) of 2,4-discetonyl anisole was
added to a solution containing 17 g. (0.25 mole)

amine hydrochloride in ~O ml.

or

water.

or

hydroxyl-

The mixture was made

slightly alkaline with 10 per cent sodium hydroxide solution
and then refluxed tor fifteen minutes.

After cooling to room
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temperature, water was added to make the solution just turbid.
When further cooled in an ice-bath, a viscous, milky oil separated.

The supernatent liquid was decanted, and the oil was

washed thoroughly with ice-water.

a small amount

or

This oil was dissolved in

hot, absolute alcohol.

On

cooling, a white

crystalline precipitate• was obtained which weighed 7.0 g.

(77~) and melted at 42-49°.
ture of

n:n-

and

AD.U.-

The d1ox1me was probably a mix-

isomers.

No attempt was made to errect

their separation.

Aa&l•

Calculated tor C13B1s03N2s
Found:

N, ll.19

N, 11.22

Reducti2n 2t 2,4 .. p1191ton11 AJ\11011 P1gx1mt !2
,,4-iis-<2-am1no;t0Prll-1n112lt

4.

Six grams (0.024 mole) of 2,4-d1aoeton7l anisole d1ox1me
was placed 1n a 110-ml., stainless steel bomb.
liters ot absolute ethanol and; g.

nickel catalyst were then added.
a pressure

or

2000 lb. per sq. in.

room temperature.

or

Fifty milli-

freshly prepared Raney

Hydrogen was introduced to
The bomb was shaken at

The pressure began to drop immediately and,

after about one hour, it had dropped to 1900 lb. per sq. in.
The pressure then ceased to drop.

The bomb was opened, and

the catalyst was removed by filtration.

The filtrate was

•Atter a few days in a vacuum desiccator the material
liquetied.
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plaoe4 back in the bomb along with~ I•

or

treahl.7 prepared

Raney nickel catalyst, the bomb was again tilled with hy4ro14tll to a pres1ure ot 2000 lb. per 1q. in., and the shaking

was continued at room temperature for eeventeen hours.
pre11ure drop ot 610 lb. per 1q. in. occurred.

A

!his 11

approximately equal to tha\ oaloulate4 tor th• reduction ot

two oxiae crou1>1 to the amino groups.
!he contents

or

the bomb were removed, and the Raney

nickel catalyst waa filtered ott.

The alcohol••• then evap-

orated on a steam cone whereupon a eolorl••• oil resulted.
Thia product had a fish-like odor and weighed 4.8 I• (89~).

5'. 2,4-11•-<,-1m111r,1ri1-an11,i1 Oihxt1re1hJ.2r&d•
Four and eight-tenths grams ot 2,4-b11-(2-am1nopropyl}an11ole ••r• c11asol1te4 1n

2so

mixture wa1 4rie4 over an

ex••••

fate.

ml.

or

anhydrous ether, and the

ot anhydrous ma1ne1ium sul-

I>urins sub1equent operations the mixture••• not per-

m1tte4 to come- 1n oontact with moi•t air.

!he aagnesiwa sul-

tate was reao•ed, and hydrogen chloride••• introduced at•
rapid rate with vigorous shaking.
torme4 rapidly.

A slightly yellow solid

The aolid ••• separated trom the mother

liquor by auotion under an atmosphere or dry air and then
washed. with 5'00 ml.

ot anhydrous ether • .ltter drying in a

vacuum 4ea1ecator, a white powder resulted. which weighed
60 g. (94-).

The 41hyd.rochlor1de was ac h11roeeop1c that an
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analysis of chlorine was not made.• The acatyl derivative
was a liquid.

!he benaoyl derivative was prepared by vigor-

ously shak.1ng a mixture ot 2,4-bis-(2-aminopropyl)-anisole

and ben107l chloride in a small stoppered bottle.

Sutt1c1ent

10 per cent sodium hydroxide aolution was added trom ttae to
time until the o4or ot benzoyl chlor14e d11appeared.

On cool-

ing, a crrstall1n• product separated. Reerystalliaation troa

9S per cent ethanol
Aull•

gave a product melting at 209-2100.

Oalculatec.t tor C27B3003l21 1, 6.~l
Found.1

N, 6. 5'4.

6.

%b.t A~tempt14 ftlPltAt1on 2t it4·IU1-ta-n1tr21\h7le99)ani1QA1
a. Three and three-tenth• graa.1 (0.02 mole) ot
4-methoxy11ophtbalaldehyde, 2.so g. (0.04 aole) ot nitromethane, o.e ml. ot n-amylamine and 11 al. ot absolute ethanol
were mixed with stirring at room temperature.

Some cooling

in a water bath was neoeaaa.ry to maintain room temperature.
After about th1rt1 minutes, the suapen4e4, white colored
dial4ehJ4e be1an to disappear while at the same time brown
colored ory1tals slowly appeare4.

Th• mixture was permitted

to stand at room temperature tor a period

or

tour tlays.

The

solid whieh had tormed waa removed by t1ltratton and waahe4
*A sample was suba1tte4 to a commeroial laboratory tor
analy11a. !he laboratory reported that the ooapound. could
not be weighed because ot its hygroscopic nature.
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thoroughly with ethanol.

It was insoluble in ethanolt

methanol, benzene, ohlorotora, and soluble in acetone and

eello.solve.

However, a black, viscous subatance was obtained.

when atteapts were made to recry1talliae the material tro11
these two solvent,.

Purit1cat1on was partially acbieTe4 by

d1gaat1ng five times With boiling ethanol.

A yellowish 10114

which did not melt below 360° resulted.

Anll,

Calculated tor C11B100Sf2:

round,

•, 11.20

1 1 11.49, 11.44

Thu,, the mode of preparation, color, and ana.l7a11
indicate that the compound in que1tlon ••• the de11red
2,4-b11-c2-n1troeth1lene)-aai1ole.

It 11 the opinion ot the

writer, howeYer, that • pol,..ric nitr·o-coapound was obtained,
because ot the very high m.eltin.g point and because attempt•
to reduce the substance to the corre1pond.1ng b1a-am1ne tailed.
The attempts at reduction will be d.escr1be4 in a later portion
ot this thea11.

b.

A solution ot

1.s Ill.

ot 25' per c•nt aod.iwa hydrox-

ide in 20 Ill. ot 9S per cent ethanol was a4de4 to a 100-llll.,
round-bottomed flask oonta1n1ng 6.S'6 g. (0.04 mole) ot
4-raethox111ophthalald.ehyd.e and 4.88 g. (0.08 mole) ot n1tro-

methane.

!he tlaak waa shaken v1gorou1ly tor ten minutes.

During this tiae, the solid aldehyde 411101\fed and a olear
solution re1ulte4.

The mixture••• then allowed to stand tor

two 4a11 at room temperature.

At the end ot this period, the

contents were neutralized with glacial acetic acid, and the
solvent was then removed by distillation at reduced pressure.
A viscous oil was obtained.

The oil was washed with saturated

sodium bisult1te solution to remove unreacted aldehyde, then
with water, and then dissolved in dilute aqueous sodium

hydroxide and reprec1p1tated by the addition of·hydrochlor1c
acid.

A yellowish solid was thus obtained.

This solid was

insoluble in ethanol, methanol, and benzene but soluble in
acetone and cellosolve.

Attempt to recrystallize this solid

trom the latter two solvents yielded a black, viscous oil.
Purification was achieved by t1ve digestions with large
quantities or boiling ethanol.

A yellow solid, m. p. above

360°, was obtained.

Anal·

Calculated tor C11H1oo;N2a
Found:

N, 11.20

N, 11.34, 11.28

Apparently the condensation of nitromethane with 4-methoxyisophthalaldehyde by procedure (b) gave the same compound as
was given by procedure (a).

7. Rtdgctioq

.Qt Sgpp9s1~

2,4-B1s-(2-nJtro1tb1lene)-an11ole

PQl!'mtt

B•~uctton

1:l:tb 1tsm g.nd hy:drgqhJ.ortc 1s;!d., Four
and one-halt grams (0.018 mole) ot the nitrogen compound,
a.

18 g. ot iron tilings (40-mesh), 30 ral. ot 9~ per cent alcohol,

30 ml. or water and 0.1 g. ot ferric chloride were placed in
a 2;0-m1., three-necked tlask equipped with a retlux condenser
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and mechanical stirrer.

Nine milliliters of concentrated

hydrochloric acid was added to the boiling mixture over a
period

or

eight hours.

Most

by beating on a steam cone.

or

the solvent was then removed

The solid which tormed was removed

by filtration, and the mother liquor was saved tor the next

operation.
portions

The residue was then extracted with two 15'0-ml.

or

ether.

The combined ether extracts were dried

over anhydrous magnesium. sulfate.

After filtering, the ether

was removed by evaporation on a steam cone.

Nothing was left.

The residue trom the ether extraction was boiled with 30 ml.

ot acetone and tiltered.

The acetone was removed on a steam

cone, and a black, viscous substance remained.

The aqueous

solution was then made alkaline by adding an excess of 25' per
cent sodium hydroxide solution.

The precipitate was filtered

and extracted with three 15'0-ml. portions

or

ether.

The com-

bined ether extracts were dried over anhydrous magnesium
sultate.

The solvent was removed by evaporating the ether on

a steam cone.

Nothing was left.

It is obvious from these

experiments that no bis-amine or ox1me was tormed.
The reduction with iron and hydrochloric acid was
attempted twice more as described above except that in one

case water was used as the medium tor the reduction and 1n
the other a celloaolve-water mixture was used.

In both cases

no evidence could be obtained that an amine had been formed.
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b.

BedtlSt:~!pn

!U.ll Billi!

Into a stainless

n,iqkfl.

steel bomb ot 110-ml. capacity was placed 2.1 g. (.0084 mole)

ot the nitrogen compound,

~o

ml.

or

absolute ethanol which

had been previously saturated with ammonia gas, and 1 g. ot

Raney nickel.

Hyttrcgen

1800 lbs. per sq. in.

was introduced until the pressure was

!he bomb was then heated to 80° and.

maintained at that temperature with ahaking tor about two
hours.

A.tter cooling to room temperature, the bomb was

opened, the contents were poured on a tilter paper to remove

the cata.lyat, and the filtrate was evaporated until a small
amount ot a. black oil remained.

Thia was inaolu'ble in acid,

and consequently the dee1red amine had not been tormed.

lo

attempt was made to identity 1\.

8. 2a4•1i1-(l•hl4rar-a-ai~ttl:r:21tlJ.l-1DiltJ.•
!o a st1rr•4 solution ot 6.6 g. (0.04 mole) ot 4-aethoxyisophthalaldehyde and 0.26 g. of hydroquinone in 26 Ill. ot

methanol were added s1aultaneoualJ 3.0 g. (0.08 mole) ot
nitroethane and 2 ml. ot 1od1wa ethox1de solution (0.02 g.
sodium in 2 ml. methanol).

The a441t1on requ1~ed tive minutes,

and• al1ghtly yellow solution resulted.

The mixture was then

allowed. to stand tor twenty tour houri, atter which 1 t was

neutraliaed with glacial acetic acid.

The aolYent waa then

removed by 411t1llat1on at reduced preseure, leaY1ng an 011.
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Crystallization trom 5'0 per cent acetic acid and one recryatall1zat1on from 9~ per cent ethanol gave yellowish ery1tal1,
11.

p. 137-138°, which weighed 4.8 g. ( 5'0~).

Aul•

Calculate4 tor 023B1e07l21

N, 8.91

round: 1, 9.30
The oompound wa1 soluble in ao41wa hydroxide solution, and
when hydrochloric acid wa1 a44ed to the solution, a 'br11ht
yellow solid was formed,•· p. 140-140.,-0.

That th11 solid

waa 2,4-bia-(2-nitropropenyl-1)-an1sole was proved b7 a mixed
melting point with an authentic sampl•.

9.

AStta»SIA B8'11t19n 2' i14•JU,1-,1-Azdto1.1-i-D1$r9R£92Yl):

IQiltJ.I KUil

Blitz: lU,lkll

rour ancl tour•tenth1 grams (0.01 mole) ot 2,4-b11(l-hydrox1-2-rutroprop7l)-ani1ole, 30 111. ot abaolute ethanol
and l g. ot Raney nickel were placed in a steel hydrocenation

bomb

or

110-ml. capacity.

Carbon 41ox1cle was added to build

up a pressure of 2;0 lbs. per sq. in., then hydrogen was
introduced to bring the total pressure to 1800 lbs. per sq.

in.

The bomb waa shaken at rooa temperature until the hydro-

gen pressure became constant, about two hours.

The content

was then HIIOYe4, and the spent oatalyst was aeparated b1

filtration.

The filtrate••• ••apcrated to a volume ot about

10 Ill • , an4 then S'O al. ot water was added •

the 'brown pre-

c1p1 ta te that reaulte4 was 4ecolor1ze4 by treating with Nor1te
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in alcohol.

Pive recryatall1sat1on, trom 95' per cent alcohol

yielded l.8 g. ot a white, crystalline substance,•· p. 276°
!his compound did not contain nitrogen and therefore

(dee.).

was neither an amine nor an ox1me.
10.

! fa1111t1, smsht1i1 2t. 2,4·Pl1-(J.-hz:strgx1-a-11tro1tar12-

1ni.1111

!o a stirred solution ot 3.28 g. (0.02 mole)

or

4-methoxyisophthalaldehyde and 0.13 I• ot hydroquinone in

13 ml. ot methanol were added simultaneously 2.44 g. (0.04
mole) of n1tromethane and a quantity ot aod1ua aethoxide prepared by 41ssolYing 0.02 I• ot so41wa in 2 al. ot methanol.
The addition was oomplete4 in five minutes.

After the mix-

ture had been stirred. tor five minutes, the solution was
neutraliaed with 5' per cent aoetic acid.

Evaporating the

methanol at reduced pressure produced an oily reaidu•.
oil was then d11solYed in hot chlorotorm.
crystal• separated.

On

The

cooling, yellow

Reoryatalliaation trom chlorotorm 1••• a

well defined, yellow, crystalline material melting at 109-110°.

Further recrystalliaation tailed to ra1•• the melting point.

Aoll, Calculated tor C11B14'2071 B, 9.79
Found: I, 6.11, 6.08
The product waa 1ub3ected to catalytic hydrogenation according to the procedure deacribed on page 88.

lo evidence could

be obtained that a bt1-a111ne o:r an oxime had been toraed.

ls
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a matter ot tact, no pressure drop occurred during the catalytic reduction and the writer 11 ot the opinion that no

reduction occurred..
E.

The Condensation

or

lfitroethane and l'itromethane with

2,~-D1methoxyterephthalaldehyde and the Subsequent
Reduction to Pora B1a-(2-am1noeth7l)-benaenea
1.

,.,.,:-111-ca-n&tropro1tnxi-1>-hz:stt20;1n2u Rin~nzl
to a mixture ot

3.ss

g. (0.02 mole)

terephthalaldehyde and 3.00 g. (0.04 mole)

or
or

lltl•r

2,5-dimethoxynitroethane in

13 ml. ot absolute ethanol in a 2~0-ml. round-bottomed r1a1k
wa, a4de4 1 Ill. ot a-'butylaaine.•

The tlaak was shaken v11or-

ou1ly tor five ainutes with cooling.

The solid aldehyde

began tc 41saol•• 1ra4uall7 1n the reaction a1xture, and the
solution turned a 11&ht orange color.

A.tter allowing the

mixture to stand tor two hours at rooa temperature, a clear
orange solution resulted.

Oran1e colored crystals started

tora1ng atter twenty tour hours.

The precipitation was com-

plete atter another twent1 tour hours.

At the end ot this

period the solid material was removed from the mixture by
filtration, placed in a separator1 tunnel and then shaken

Yigoroualy with saturated sodium b1sult1te solution to remove

•n-A.a1lamine may be 1u'b1tituted with no appreciable
ditterenoe in the yield.
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the unchanged aldehyde.

with water.

Atter t11ter1ng, the solid was washed

Crystallization of the resulting solid from

cello.solve gave 6.7 g. ot cr7stall1ne, orange material,

m. p. 229-230°.

Reorrstallization trom cellosolve ga•e

1.1 g.

(83~) ot material, m. p. 2370. Purtber reor7stall11ation
ta11tad to change the melting point.

6Dl•s

Calculated tor 014B1606N2i

N, 9.10

Founds 1, 8.88
This compound was also prepared by using trimethylamine or p1perid1ne as catalysts instead of n•butylamine.

It

was necessary, however, to carry the reactions out at the
bo111n, point

or

the mixture rather ·than at room temperature.

The yields were not nearly as good, being 18 and 26 per cent
respectively.
2.

a,2-R1111t1nz:i nntr:aav&n.gn1 »,usnrJ. Btbtr
Eight an4 nine-tenth, grams (0.029 aole) ot recrystal-

li&e4 2,5'-bis-(2-nitropropen,1-1)-hy'droquinone dimethyl ether,
24 g.

or

iron tilings (40-ush), 60 ml. water, 30 ml. of 95' per

cent ethanol and 0.1 g. ferric ohlor1.de were placed 1n a

5"00-al., three-necked flask equipped with a aechanical et1rrer.
The mixture was 11aintained at the reflux teap•rature
stirred while 12 ml.

or

and

concentrated hydrochloric acid•••

added over an eight-hour period •. At the end

or

this time the

alcohol was removed over a steam cone, and the mixture•••
filtered after cooling.

Tbe solid residue in the funnel was
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transferred to a separatory tunnel and extracted with three

or

150-ml. portions

ether.

evaporated to dryness.

The combined ether extracts were

Slightly pink-colored needles resulted.

They were recrystallized rrom 95 per cent ethanol after treatment with Norite to give 2.7 g. of 2,5-diacetonyl hydroquinone
dimethyl ether, m. p. 101-102°.

slightly pink.

The material was still

A second recrystallization rrom 95 per cent

ethanol accompanied with Nor1te treatment raised the melting
point to 102-102.,0 , but the color was not removed.

F1Ye

additional recrystallizations yielded white needles but with
no elevation or melting point, yield 2.1 g. (48 per cent based
on the 2,5-b1s-(2-nitropropenyl-l)-hydroqu1none dimethyl ether
that reacted).

ADll, Calculated tor C14B19041 c, 67.18, H, 7.2,
Found:

c, 67.30, H, 7.27

Prom the residue after extraction with ether,

or

3.;

g.

unchanged 2,5-bis-(2-nitropropenyl-l)-hydroquinone dimethyl

ether was recovered.

3. 2,2~~1nceton?l li1drogu;non1 D~mekhfl E~her Dio~
An alcoholic solution containing 2.1 g. (0.0084 mole)

or

2,5-diacetonyl hydroqu1none dimethyl ether was mixed with

an aqueous solution made b7 dissolving 3.0 g. (0.044 mole) ot
hydroxylamine hydrochloride 1n 10 ml. water.
sutt1c1ent amount

or

After adding

10 per cent sodium hydroxide solution

to make the solution just basic, it was refluxed tor five
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minutes.

The solution was then cooled to room temperature,

and water was added until the solution showed a slight turbid-

ity.

After cooling in an ice-bath, light pink needles formed.

The crystals were removed and washed with water.
tion trom

9;

Crystalliza-

per cent ethanol gave a solid material which

melted at 170.;-175°.

A second recrystallisation from the

same solvent accompanied by treatment with Nor1te gave 2.0 g.

(85~) or 2,,-diacetonyl hydroquinone dimethyl ether d1oxime in
the form ot colorless needles, m. p. 172-176°.

Anal.

Calculated for C14B2004N21

Found:
4.

N, 10.00

N, 10.18

nmct10Q Sl.t 2,5'-~llS!'.tODJ:l fJXd1:oay.1n2n1 P1me1;hrl Ether

D1ox1m112 2 1 i-B1s-,2-1m1nopro~1l)-h7droguinone IU.methzl Ethtt
A mixture ot 1.9 g. (0.0068 mole) ot 2,5-diacetonyl
hydroqu1none dimethyl ether d1ox1met 20 ml.

or

absolute alcohol

and 3 g. ot treshly prepared Baney nickel catalyst was placed
into a stainless steel bomb ot 110-ml. capacity.

Hydrogen

was introduced until the pressure was 2000 lb. per sq. in.
The bomb was placed in a mechanical shaker.

The shaking was

started at room temperature and was continued tor about two
hours.

At the end

116 lb. per sq. in.

or

this period the pressure had dropped

by

The bomb was opened, the contents were

submitted to t1ltrat1on to remove the spent catalyst, and the
filtrate was evaporated on a steam cone.

A white, crystalline
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aol1d reaulted.

Three rear11tall11at1ona trom an ether-

alcohol solvent yielded 1.2 I• (?Oj) ot 2,1-b1s-C2-am1nopropyl)-hydroquinone dimeth1l ether, m. p. 120-129°.

s. a,,:-11,-c2-1un2ra~e1r1>-afdr21m.ao11 Ri11\hJl 1ta1r
R;J,hJ4t90Q).qr14t
One and two-tenth1 graas ot 2,S-bi1•(2-am1nopropyl)-

hydroquinone 4111eth1l ether was 41asolved in a mixture or

SOO al. ot anhydrous ether &:nd 200 al. ot absolute ethanol.
The solution wa1 dried over anhydrous magnesium sulfate.
Atter t1lter1ng, dry hydrogen chlor14e gas was passed into
the 1olution et11 saturation••• reached..

!be solvent wa1

then evaporated on a steam con•, and a white 10114 remained.

Recr7stall1zat1on from ether-aloohol llixture resulted 1n

1.;o g. (9~) ot the clih7drochlori4e, •· p. 234.. 2420 (dee.).
Mil, Calculated tor C14B2602l20l21 01, 21.80
round:

01, 21.98

!he bensoyl 4er1vat1ve wa1 prepared by shaking an
aqueous suspension ot 2,,-b1a-(2•am1nopropyl)-.by4roquinone

dimethyl ether with benaoyl chloride, while adding 1utt101ent
10 per cent 1o41u11 hydroxide solution to keep the mixture

bas1o.

A crystalline produot aeparated after cooling.

cr71tall1aat1on trom 95' per oent ethanol gave a product
aelt1ng at 281-282•.

Aa1i 1 Calculated tor C28B3104K21
rounds 1, 6.27

1, 6.10

Re-

6. &s~11vtd Pr1;1r1t1t2n at a.~-111-<,-n1sigeth1J.tn1lQ1dto111nen, Dimt\lizl ith1t
1 mixture or 3.88 I• (0.02 mole) ot 2,,-dimethoxyter•phthalaldehyde, 2.44 g. (0.04 mole) ot n1tromethane,
13 ml. of absolute ethanol and l ml. ot a-amylamine wa,
plao•d. in a 25'0-111., round-bottomed tlask.
shaken vicorousl7 ror

r1v,

The mixture was

minutes at room temperature.

After ten minutes, the color changed trom the original yellow
to orance.
red.

On

turther standing, the color changed to deep

After twenty tour hours, the solid material which had

toraed was removed bf t1ltrat1on and washed with 100 ml. ot
cold ethanol.

Two recrystall1aat1ona from cello1olve yielded

~.2 g. (83~) ot red needle•,

11.

p. 280-282•.

!his 1ubstanoe

was first thoucht to be 2,s-1>11-(2-nitroetbylene)-bydroquinone
dimethyl ether, an4 the analysis supported this view.

Mils Calculated tor C12B1206f12s 1, 10.00
rounch

N, 10 .18

Howe\'ert it 1s the opinion ot the writer now that the com-

pound is a polymeric n1tro-coapoun4 beoause attempts to reduce
this substance to the corresponding ox1me or the bit-amine
tailed.

The reduction••• earried out•• tollow,.

7. .ltr\UPid Bdu,11;1sn a.t. su201tt111 a,,:-»i.s-(i·a&~r21i\l1ltu>-

hfdt2a;1'\eu DiMttll':l ltb•t f2Jsm•t
Four and nine-tenths grams
gen compound, 15' g.

or

or

the recrystall1ze4 nitro-

iron tilings (40-meih), 20 ml. ot
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ethanol, 30 Ill. ot water and 0.1 g. ot terric chlor14e were
placed 1n a 2~0-ml., three-necked tlaak equipped with a con-

denser and mechanical at1rrer.

The mixture was maintained at

the boiling temperature, and 8 ml. ot concentrated hydrochloric acid was adde4 dropwiae over a perio4

or

eight houra.

At the end or this period, the alcohol••• removed on a 1teu
oone, and the solid was separated trom. the aqueous portion

which••• eaved tor the next operation.

The solid was ex-

tracted with two l~0-111. portions ot ether, an4 the combined
ether extract• were 4r1ed

o••r an.hJd.roua magneaiwn sulfate.

Upon evaporating the ether nothing remained.

!he res14u• was

then extracted with cellosolve, and trom the extract, 4 g. ot
the starting material was recovered.

The aqueous solution

was 11&4• alkaline by adding an exoea1 of 2S per oent sodiwa
hydroxide solution.

The preo1pitate which formed. was ex-

tracted with three 15'0-111. portions ot ether.

The combined

ether extracts were 4r1ed over anhydrou1 ••ane11um sultate,
after wh!oh the ether was reaov•d by evaporatton.

Iothing

waa.lett behind.
The reduction with iron and hydrochlor1c acid waa
attemptCKt again aa 4eaor1bed above.

In one case water was

used as the medium and in the other oaee a cellosolve-water
mixture wa1 uae4.

In both oases no evideno• could be obtained

that an ox1me or an amine had been torae4.
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a.

,,~-»11-(l·hzdro1z-2-11e1tro,~hr1~-hYdtogJ11n20112&u£h,rl

lihtt
To a stirred solution

or

3.88 g. (0.02 mole) ot

2,5-41methoxyterepbthalal4eh7de and 0.13 g. ot hydroqu1none
in 13 Ill.

or

methano1 were added separately and in an alter-

nating 4:ropwiae tash1on 2.44 g. (0.04 mole) ot n1tromethane
and 2 ml. ot sodium methox1de solution (0.02 &• sodiwn in
2 ml. methanol).

The addition waa completed in tive minutes,

and during this time the temperature••• not permitted to

The mixture wa1 stirred an a441t1onal ten

rise above 20°.

By the end ot thit ti .. the bright yellow color ot

minutes.

the aldehyde had. changed to a lighter cream color.

The

reaction mixture was neutralised with S per cent acetic acid

solution an4 then t1ltered.
with

;o

al.

or

The residue was washed thoroughly

water and then with

10

ml. ot cold methanol.

Three grams ot impure 2,~-bis-(l-h7drox,-2-nitroethyl)-h:,dro-

quinone dimethyl ether••• obtained, m. p. 181-182°.

One

reor1atalli1at1on troa acetone gave 2.1 I• (33!C) ot light
yellowish cryatala, •• p. 189-1900.

Purther recrrstalliaation

tailed to change the melting point.

&Pili

Calculated tor C12B1608l2•
ro\11141

I, 8.86

N, 8.S8, 8.10

When tbia coapoun.4 was prepared by u11n1 catalysts auch ••

2S per cent •odiwa hydroxide solution, saturated. bicarbonate
solution, or iriethylamine at room temperature, a J1Uoh poorer

98
yield waa obtained, and the crude material was ditticult to

purity bf recrystallization.

9. 2, ,:-11 ,-, 1~br4tPU:-2-111no11tt.11J. l-hltro,nn1101 1211, thxl
ltl11t
l aixture ot 2.0 g. (0.0063 mole) ot 2,5'-bis-(l•h1drox12-n1troeth7l)•h14roqu1none dimethyl ether, 20 ml, ot absolute

ethanol and

o.s g.

ot Baney nickel was placed in a Parr hydro-

genation boab ot 110-ml. oapac1t7.

lutrtoient earbon dioxide

was added to produce a preaaure ot 300 lbs. per sq. 1n., then
hy4rogen waa introduced to bring the total p,reasure to
1800 lba. per aq. tn.

Approximately two hours ot 1hakin1 at

room temperature was required tor the hydrogen pra11ure to
become constant.

The bomb was opened and spent catalyst was

removed bf filtration.

!he t11trate was evaporated to a

volume ot about, 111., and then 30 ml. ot water was added.
The brown precipitate waa t1rat treated with lorite 1n aloohol

and. then reoryatalli1ed three times from abaolute ethanol.
White crystals were obtained,

(89~).

11.

p. 238° (dee.), yield 1.42 g.

The over-all 71e14 trom the aldehyde wa1 29 per cent.

The reported. melting point ot this compound••• 238° (dee.),
while the reported over-all y1e14 from the al4ehfde was
17 per aent. 21
(21)

Woed, J. H., and Gibson, R. 1.,

21, 393 (1949).

L. .AL

QbULt.

hL.,
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1.

The Structure Proof ot

7,8-D1methox1-1,2 ,4, ;-tetrah7drobenz[ dJ aaepine
In the reduction ot 4,5'-bis-(oyanomethyl)-veratrole,

Perrf22 was able to obtain a 2~ per cent y1el4 ot the 4,1-bis(2-aainoethyl)•veratrole along with

a

38 per cent yield ot a

lower boiling amine tor which he aa111ned the azepine structure.
In ord.er to obtain additional support, a total meth1lation was
achieYed by the aethod ot Icke, Al l.i,..23
One hundred an4 tort7 milligrams (.00067,. mole) ot the
amine in question was adde4 with cooling to 180 mg. (.0034
mole)

or

87 per cent·tormic ac14.

To this solution was then

added 0.18 ml. (.0024 mole) ot 3; per cent formalin.

The mix-

ture was warmed witil the carbon dioxide ,tarted coming ott
and then refluxed on a eteaa cone tor eleven hours.
ture was allowed to cool, aade acidic by adding l •l.

'?he mix-

or

4 N hydrochloric acid, and then evaporated to dryness under
reduced pressure on a steam cone.

l 1ellow solid resulted.

Three racry1tallization1 of the rellow solid trom 95 per cent

alcohol gave white crystals, m. P• 3~9-361° (4ec.).

The above

hy4rochlor1d.e salt ••• taken up in 2 ml. ct water, and. the
(22) Perry, 11. &. , •the 8,nthe111 and ltapaihomimetic
A.ct1v1t{ ot Some a• and a-b11-(2-am1noeth7l)-ben.1e11es,tt
l>octora D111ertat1on.1 The Un1vers1t7 ot Tenn•••••, lnoxville 1
Tennessee, 195'0, p. 8.:s.

(23) Iok!L R. 1. 1 W1••1arYer, B. B., and Alles, G. l.,
.2U... amth1111, 4.2, s, Ci.945').
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amine was treed by adding an exoesa of concentrated sodium
hy4rox14e solution.

The basic mixture was extracted with

ether, and the ether solution was dried o~er anhydroua mag-

nesium sulfate.

After t1lter1ng, the aolvent waa evaporated

in a vacuum deaiccator.
•• p. 40-41.

,.o.

White cr11tal1 were obtained,

Anai, Calculated tor C13B1902R• I, 6.33
rounds

B1

6.26

!hu1 tbe anal7si1 indicate• that one methyl group was

1ntroduoe4, a tact which support• the asepin• Ca secondary
aldne) rather than the h7d.rlndene (a priory amine).

CBAPDR IV
SUDARY

for the preparation ot certain bia-(2-aainoethyl)benaen•• tor pharmacological te1tin1, the following routes

were lar1el1 pur1u.e4t

Tb• need. ot b11-ohlorometh7lbensene1 •• starting material• tor the preparation ot 'b1a .. (2-a111noeth7l)-benaen.ee

proapted the 1,nthe111 ot varioua ortho-,

••ta- and para-

bi1-chloroaetby'lben1•n••·

ror the a- and E-b11-ohlorouthyl compoun.41, the corresponding 1- and p-aryld.iald.ehydea have been aucee11tull1 syn-

-

tbea11ed by means ot the S011U1elet reaction.

Bow•••r, atteapts

102

to prepare i-ar7ld1aldeh14•• by a similar method were fruitless.

This tailure was aaoribed to steric intluences present

1n ortho-substituted chloromethylated compounds.

i rather

detailed study on the con41t1on ot the Sommelet reaction and
the intluence
mechanism

or

or

subst1tuents have cast aou light on tbe

th1a reaction.

!he condensation ot aryld1al4ehydea with n1troalkane1
has presented unpredicted dittieulti••, an4 in many cases,
the oon4en,at1on led to intractable polyaeric substancea.

Nevertbel•••, 2,4-bis-(2-nitropropenyl-l)-an1aole and
2.~-b11-(2-n1tropropen1l-l)-hydroquinone d1 .. ih71 ether were
obtained by oondenaation

or

nitroethane with 4-methoxy1so-

phthalaldehy4e and 2,5·d1•ethoxyterephthalaldeh1de

respeeti•ely.
!he reduction of nitro olet1n• to the oo:rreaponding
amines was not accoapli1hed by oatalyt1a hydrogenation nor_,
direct reduotion with ohellical reagents, but was achieved b1
the following sequence ot reactions
Ar[O!FO(R)NO~

2

.FafflRJ..

A11[CB2C(R)=Bo1!] 2

.f ~

Ar[OB2CBUl~ 2

The new allines were pha.rmacolog1oally aa1a1ed b1 Eli
Lilly and. Coapany.
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APPUDIX
A

LIST 01 JD COIIPOUBDS, THEIR PBOPBRTIB8
All) DEBIVATIVIS

~B3
V002B
C02H

Soluble 1n alcohol
and hot water
•• p. 192-193°

4-J1eth1laulton111aophthal1c Acid

Soluble in alcohol
and. hot water

m. P• 119-120°
4-1.ethox11aophthalaldeh7de

Soluble in alcohol
an4 hot water
•• p. 118°

4-Th1oaethy11aophthalaldeb7da

2,4-Dinitrophenylh,-drasone

•• p. 29~

109

Soluble in alcohol
and hot water
•• p. 2040

4,6-D1methox1i1ophthalaldehyde

Soluble in alcohol
and. hot water
•• p. 67-68°

2,4-D1methoxyben.1al4eh7de

2,4•D1n.1tropb.enylhy4rasone
•• p. 25'6-25'? 0

Soluble 1n alcohol
ed. bot water
ra. p. 102-103°

2,;-n1methylterephthalaldehyde

Ph•n1lh7dra1one

m. P• 232°

Soluble in alcohol
and benzene
•• p. 140-140.SO·

2,4-B1s-(2-n1tropropen1l-l)-aniaole

110

Soluble in alcohol
and. benaene
b. P• 160-163°/3 a.
2,4-Diacetonyl Aniaole

D1ox1me, m. p. 42-49°

Soluble in alcohol
and. water
B11ro1copio
2 4-111-(2-aainopropyl)-anieole
D1h74roehlor1cle

Ben101l derivative
the tree amine,
m. P• 209-210°

or

Soluble in alcohol
and. benaene

a. P• 102-102.,-0

2,~·Diacetonyl H1(lroquinone Dimath.11
Bu.er

Soluble 1n alcohol
an4 water
m. P• 234-242° (dee.)

2 5'-B1a-(2-aa1noprop1l)-h1ctroqu1none
D1methyl lther Dih14roohlor1de

Bensoyl derivative ot
the tree alline,
11. P• 281-2820

111

Soluble 1n alcohol
and acetone
m. P• 189-190°
2,1·B11-(l-hydrox1-2-n1troethyl)b7droqulnone Dimethyl Bther•

CB

o0CB2C~1 ~a

cB30

CB2'lBf" " 3

Soluble 1n alcohol
and hot water
11.

p. 40-41.1°

•Although this ooapound ha1 been pre~iou1l7 reported,
the 411orepanoy in the reported melting point (1620) and our
ob1erYe4 ulting point (189-19()0) is 1uttioientl1 areat to
warrant inclusion here. lee reference 21 in Chapter III.
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